Hazel Part # 4

INTRODUCTION
to the Messages with Hazel

My intense spiritual journey began about 10 years ago during which time I was
introduced to the world of spirit. It was during these crucial years that I began my
journey with spirit and intense relationship with God.
Two years ago I awakened fully when the Father responded to my cry and filled me
completely with His presence and love. Immediately thereafter I was led to Abundant
Hope. Thus begun a most rewarding journey into the deepest life of my soul- my
highest self, God.
The Arch Angel Michael came to me in 2009 and said that I was being prepared to
undertake a task for God. Thereafter I was gifted with telepathic abilities which
enable me to channel messages from divine sources. The Father also came to me
through automatic writing and said ‘Mighty God is present’ and spoke to me. Since
then I have channelled messages from the Masters and higher celestial beings of
Light including Christ Michael and The Source.
The Higher self teachings represent wisdom I received through my God mind during
a state of inner communion. Initially I was surprised at the quality of the wisdom
which came through. More and more that voice within would direct me on that which
it would have me write and the words would just flow. I started to realise the wealth
of knowledge that I held/hold within me. I was told that I come from the Melchizedek
lineage and that explains my predilection for spiritual teachings and love for divine
law and justice. I have vague memories of teaching in other dimensions.
I have had a few mystical experiences during the last 2 years which I can recall in
which I have met Christ Michael and Esu Sananda and at times when I am coming
out of dream state I can hear the Masters teaching me.
Each day I awaken with a new determination to ignite the fire of God upon the altar
on my heart and to effort through sustained momentum of energy and desire, to
launch the rocket of my soul that it may accelerate into the vibration of the Mighty I
AM Presence.
I have chosen to be counted amongst the vanguard of “Light” and to serve the will
of my Father, the God incarnate, through service to humanity and to co create a
civilisation as the earth ascends, based on Divine Law.
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One of my missions is to encourage and assist others to become spiritually
independent through the education of their spirit, enlightenment of their God mind
and emancipation of their God selves. I come to teach that there is only one Truth
and that is God’s Truth. We can access God’s Truth from within His God mind within
which our minds rest in the seat of our souls. It is there that His Light resides and
holds the treasure of divine intelligence- the Truth of God’s existence, Love and
Wisdom.
I have offered my entire self in the service of God, for I remember who I Am. The
Father will write through me and He will teach through me and He will live through
me; for above all things I choose HIM and HIS WILL. Nothing else truly matters. HE
is my greatest joy, my greatest reward and my greatest fulfilment. Always will I give
to HIM the glory for I of myself can do nothing; it is the Father within me who doeth
the work.
Blessed be in Love and purest Light
Hazel
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Spiritual Marksmanship
First Source (PaPa) thru Hazel
# 145 Jun 15, 2011

In your world the achievement of mastery becomes a goal governed by societal structures. There
are limits imposed to the definition and understanding of success. You, God’s children are
moulded by the context that others have created for you. Class division maps out abilities and
opportunities for success. You are told what makes you a success and are given little opportunity
to discover its truth.
The mundane practices prevail in favour of the esoteric. True vision which evidences itself through
creative measures is seldom honoured- for prestige seems to be lacking in such. Very few are
able to bring their vision to the light of understanding of other. The joy in creativity has dwindled
and the essence of the soul given short shrift. Men are admired less for their creative talents and
more for their status of manufactured celebrities in a world oriented by material goals. Power
becomes synonymous with success and the dollar sign becomes the template within which man
measures his achievement.
Man marches to the beat of the temporal drum which imposes a framework within which
achievement must occur. Imposed upon man are milestones which should be completed by given
times in his mortal life. The inability of some to achieve these milestones often leads to depressive
states of mind and inferior thinking.
In the majority man has become bonded to others and by the will, demands and expectations
foisted upon him. His life becomes a physical one blended with emotional tyranny which plagues
him as his brother or neighbour is able to ‘acquire’ physical and material mastery.
Yet amongst the majority are pockets of people who persevere with the higher vision awakened
within them through their ability to connect with their Source. These ones are the protagonist of
higher thinking. They are the ones who see beyond the linear table and know that life is eternal
and that every experience is meant to be a spiritual one. They come to recognise that their mortal
journey affords them the opportunity to fine tune their spiritual skills in a worldly environmental and
this becomes the goal.
The efficacy of spiritual living is honoured by these ones who never lose sight of their purpose.
They know that through their sojourn on earth they are provided with renewed opportunities to
scale mortal limitations and find their prowess though spirit. They learn to overcome the
distractions of the world and remain focussed on their mission; for they are the ones who
understand that this plane is a transition to higher grounds upon spiritual achievement.
The protocols that these ones create for themselves are for the mastery of the soul. Like an archer
who primes his bow and measures his aim these ones remain focussed on the ‘I AM’ for it is the ‘I
AM’ that they must achieve through the conquering of the ‘I’. The archer dos not succumb to self
pity but through the resilient spirit that he is he refocuses if he misses the mark. Missing the mark
tells him that he is not yet quite ready and must of necessity continue to persevere in the honing of
his skills whatever aspect that may be.
In the process of preparing for success and victory, discomfort, doubt and pain may be necessary
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attendants. Yet the spiritual one shall not wane in his efforts and belief for he knows that what he
must achieve is freedom of his authentic self from mortal figure.
Each of you owes a responsibility to yourself to achieve your fullest God potential. You are present
to serve the God incarnate. You will be free when you so desire to be free for freedom is an inner
state of being. Only an enlightened man can be free. If you do not feel free then you are not yet
enlightened. That simply means that you must increase your efforts. Excuses and blame are
derivatives of lower thinking. Higher thinkers take responsibility and action.
The acquisition of material wealth is peripheral to the acquisition of spiritual prowess. Create your
own template for success, assume control over your choices, set the pace for your achievement,
bind yourself to spirit not the desires of others; set your aim; maintain your focus; re-evaluate your
skills and take steps to enhance them; be honest with yourself; be proactive and attune your
talents to a cause worthy of achievement. When the road seems long or perplexity overcomes
inject fresh energy; seek a new perspective and become that spiritual marksman who stands in his
spiritual shoes and courageously takes responsibility for his success.
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Gaia- A new perspective given
By Hazel, on advice from those above
# 146 Jun 18, 2011
First Johan's message about the Meditation tomorrow, and then Hazel, and then my comments.

Johan: Focus on SUPPORT for Gaia, holding hands, assuring her that we, all of us and all the
love and light we generate are there for her to feel Loved and to motivate her to move on, to
release the pressure, to ask for and follow the will of CMATon, so the cleansing/detox/upgrading
can happen and when necessary, CMAton can step in and help and proceed.

Hazel: Gaia- A new perspective given
Dear Friends
During my connections over the last few days it has been made apparent to me that Gaia is
receiving mixed messages. Through the meditations of many Gaia is being sent healing energies
so that she can be healed. She responds to those loving healing energies. She sometimes parks
herself in neutral gear. She moves to the extent she needs with much consideration for her
inhabitants.
On the other hand she is receiving loving and supporting energies from others encouraging her to
move and though she has to an extent, certainly not to the extent expected. There is a conflict
here.
It was made apparent to me by higher sources that the focus for her now is not on what any sect
wanst for her BUT what her Creator desires for her and of her. Christ Michael honours her free will
choice and that is why he wills her to move but does not force her. She knows His will and wants
to move but she is torn and her body staid. I was asked to say that through meditation she must
be encouraged to see and focus on the will of Her Creator and effort to align herself only with His
will
Gaia does not need pity but love and light which focuses her on Christ Michael’s will above all, that
she may rise up amidst the darkness and fight for her light. She sustains life but has not herself
truly experienced light and life and her appetite has to be whet for this. She has to visualise what
she truly is that she may have that added impetus to rise up.
In light of the conflicting messages she receives albeit positive in their own right, she should be
focussed on Christ Michael’s will only and work done with her within this context.
I trust that this is clear. I am reporting what has been given to me.
Love and Light
Hazel
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Candace: I never do try to "heal" Gaia, in that sense, or try to use any sort of prayer or meditation
to stop the earth changes and the like, not even any of the weather patterns. Nothing related to
what is necessary. Many new agers and others, are always asking for what needs to happen, to
"stop" as they see the suffering. But beloveds, how great will the suffering be if things continue the
status quo, and man continues to reproduce, use products, and face shortages now of all sorts.
All planets during ascension go thru a lot of changes and in fact these very changes are what will
enable those resistant to solving problems to learn to solve problems. These are not easy planets,
for a reason, because if mind is not challenged, it does not grow.
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Mileage
By Father Melchizedek thru Hazel
# 147 Jun 23, 2011

The earth is in the throes of her final revolution around your sun as the cycle races to an end;
literally and metaphorically. She has completed her time yet lingers to allow for the vestiges of
humans to mount the spiritual ladder to enable the yield to be greater. She finds accord with the
Greater Will. She has stayed the course with great effort and endured with great strength. She has
persevered in spite of the odds and has borne both light and dark with grace.
She is akin to an athlete who agrees to complete many many cycles around an extensive
perimeter and who keeps going regardless of the heat, the dehydration, the pain, the sweat, the
physical weariness and the bombardment of negativity sourced by others along the way.
She is limping but she is going to make it across that finish line for she knows that there are many
who hold high and great expectations of her. She is now dwelling in an insulated vat where all her
energies are focussed on the finish line. She is not distracted by any surrounding events. She is
beginning to accelerate as she can see the white line, a prism of pure light awaiting her. Even
through her aches she can smile for she knows that she is soon to claim her freedom.
What is the lesson here for you ones? Do you merely rejoice in her choice and the direction which
she has taken or can you see through the excitement the run she has had to make to get to this
point? She has carried for aeons the weight of mankind on her back and she had to run the length
and breath of the cycles with you all. She has been grounded under the burden of too many
beings yet she has never given up on thee or sought to relieve herself knowingly of thee.
She agreed to undertake this task so that you ones might make the run also to find and grow into
your spirit. Was it worth it? Was her journey in vain? She can account for her mileage; can you
account for yours? Yes dear ones, how far and how long and how much effort have you put into
your journey to achieve spiritual mileage? How much mileage in spirit have you covered? This is
measurable by the level of attunement you have attained to the spirit of God within you and the
level of mastery you have attained over yourself. I am posing questions to you at this time for all
will be required to assess themselves; none shall be excused from this process. The time of
balancing is here. Each soul will account for the measure of his/her growth for it is this that will
earn each his/her next assignment.
There can be much joy in the journey yet without a goalpost there is little point as you become lost
in your path –devoid of purpose.
Time is short yet every moment continues to count in your resolve to make a last attempt to push
to the very end so that you can elevate yourself spiritually some more before the changes
manifest. Do not surrender to your own expectation of when things may materialise- this is not a
matter for your concern save for the purpose of being vigilant and aware of what is taking place in
your world. Do not however let this be an obstacle; for the greatest development at soul level
takes place through the experiencing and managing of obstacles. For those who are confronting
hurdles, just as your earth has overcome hers so too must you overcome yours to reach the finish
line. This is an opportunity for you to persevere in yourself and in your growth. This is not a time
for complacency but pro activity in the unfolding of your own light. The obstacles, be it inner or
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outer are the facilitators for this. Bless the hurdles on your path for if transcended they add to your
achieved mileage.
Blessed are you all, children of the Most High- but children you are merely not. You bear the
grandeur of spirit within and must seek and be your grandeur. How many more cycles must you
complete to achieve this. Let the evaluation begin.
I AM Father Melchizedek , come through my child to give you ones the push and encouragement
you need so that you can reach the finish line at a respectable level of spiritual achievement.
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The Triad
By Source thru Hazel
# 148 Jul 3, 2011

The triad as we shall call it is the energy grid for mankind to use for his personal spiritual
development in mortal abode.
There are many ways to and many lessons necessary to achieve a spiritual state yet there is a
three point system that can be used as a benchmark to allow for a sequential and logical flow of
divinity. What eventuates is a reopening and awakening of cells which store the truth of the real
you. Conceptualise a triangle with its three points. Call the first base point Purification, the apex,
Glorification and the other base point Personification.
Man in his physical dimension must individually go through a process of purification- a
detoxification of the mind so that historic or current patterns of thoughts and beliefs alien to the
Creator’s energy be removed so that the essence of truth be the replacement. I would like to make
it abundantly clear that what I speak of is responsible for inner harmony and accord with divine
energy which will take you back to a state of perfection eventually. I am not in this piece
concerned with truth as you see or know it in your outer territory. I address that which is inner-that
which shall assist you in returning and claiming the authenticity of your true being. This is indeed
not a shallow exposition.
Many of you have become too attuned to the outer world that you have absorbed and developed
toxic belief and patterns of behaviour throughout many incarnations which you give credence to in
the context of your life path on earth. You are unaware that there are many barriers which need to
be removed so that you can be restored to your original state. You often make choices amenable
to your daily living which at times conflict with the needs of spirit. You see your life in body and life
in spirit as two distinct elements.
There are many who can only see through the tunnel of the body. Yet the programme of life really
requires you to achieve a balanced union of both. The body does not make the mind but vice
versa and therefore it is your mind that you must focus on to assist in your evolution on earth.
Do you feel a sense of emptiness, longing for more, a desire to express yourself? Are you joyful in
spite of the world around you? Are you unsure of the decisions you make in life? Do you trust
yourself to make decisions that are for your highest good? Do you feel a sense of connection with
your fellow men? Are you weak in yourself or empowered by you? Do you self sabotage? Ponder
upon these few questions and if in the majority the response is negative then you must focus on
why and seek the solution. In the majority your minds have become clouded and dense and this
creates a barrier which makes it difficult for light to penetrate. As this has affected the collective
consciousness it has become increasingly difficult for inner change to be effected.
If the mind is not clear, clean and attached to its Source, how ever will it be nourished and taught,
that it may direct itself to assist you on your path? Your knowing mind is the mind that you need to
reconnect with, to which your conscious mind must be aligned. Yet you can ill afford to ignore that
mind which thoroughly controls your actions and reactions i.e. your unconscious mind. This part of
your mind can be your best friend or worse enemy though unknowingly so. This is your
programmed mind. What you have through your lives put into it, it gives back to you. Part of the
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purification ideal involves a conscious reprogramming of the unconscious mind.
Purification is the staring point to enable you to return to the path you are meant to be on. The
lower mind must be purified, cleansed and renewed that habits, beliefs and thought patterns are
relinquished for a new dimension of experience in tune with your higher self. The process of
prayer and meditation coupled with a desire and intent to make changes will inspire an inner
revolution. Gradually you will find that the old is cleared and as the old is removed a new light take
its place and thus begins the revolution within the human mind.
You will routinely begin through your efforts to draw higher light which begins to condense in a
fluid of wisdom and your mind becomes expansive until you arrive at the realisation of the true you
and what is at the centre of your very self. This leads us to the apex - Glorification. Please know
that you need not achieve the state of perfection to experience this glorification, for knowledge and
awareness comes first which will be the inevitable spur to your desire to experience that
Glorification. That is the essence of Source. Purification will allow you to experience through
knowing and otherwise the presence of your Source that you may be reminded of your
unbreakable connection and start to utilise this connection that you may personify the virtues of
Source in your mortal abode. This is the natural sequence.
Every breath that you draw into your body requires you to take a step or make the effort from one
part of the triad to another. It is a gradual endeavour commensurate to your vision, desire and
goal. The most challenging step is between Purification and Glorification; yet this is predicated on
your ability to know that purification is necessary.
As you experience or begin to understand the glory of the ONE an inner transformation will occur
which will encourage Personification of the God virtues and values. You begin to manifest them in
your life. The sustenance of these qualities in your life on earth shall be the direct propeller back to
the Source.
It is your aspiration to meet the divine goal which shall lead you towards its attainment. Stretching
yourself becomes necessary as well as a willingness to be tested that you can safely measure the
nature and extent of the achievement.
There are many ways of telling a story as there are many pathways home; yet if you realise the
value of Purification everything necessary to direct you home will fall into place.
AMEN
The Source
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Know thyself as God
By Nebadonia thru Hazel
# 149 Jul 10, 2011

The triumphant glow within the spirit of man is the presence of God. Defeat is never an option, for
man is his own victor. It is the sight of man that is short for he sees his periphery, his surface and
not his depth. His inability to claim his godhood comes from not knowing that he is the champion
of his own cause. Mans’ intellect derides him and he cannot conceive his own might and he
therefore settles for less than who he is and seldom achieve that which he is truly capable of. He
creates a persona which is less than divine that he may search for the divine. His search is
sometime endless for disbelief parades his very nature and he denies his ultimate destiny an
opportunity to find its goal in his mortal journey.
His inner light is clipped like the wings of a bird and it is clipped often by choice yet sometimes by
design always with the hope that he will free himself. Man has been given the know-how and the
teachings yet he chooses to be moved by the world surrounding him rather than in the inner world
of sprit which is designed to be the guiding force for his worldly endeavours. In the absence of
spirit’s influence he fails to find his true self in the miasma that is fraught in his unintelligible world.
There is no intelligence in that which is outside of man yet man is drawn like a magnet to the outer
uncertainties of his existence. He berates the very life within, unconsciously so, when he seeks to
deny the existence of God within him.
As the door of creation prepares to breathe itself open once again, mankind is being flooded with
energies divine. These energies are breathed in at the soul level and through the influx, an
awakening is being amortized within the hearts and spirits of men and women.
The irreverence which has paled the glow of man for eons is beginning to subside as many begin
to wander in to reclaim what was forgotten. It is likely though that the divine breath will cull the
souls not yet ready to partake of their divinity. For truly separation is called for as the coal is being
removed that the distinctness of the diamonds may show and cast its light through the ailing globe.
These times highlight the need for man to know his perfection and it is effort and desire that will
transport him to that place where perfection lies. The excuses are now redundant. Vision is now
called upon that the unearthing and unleashing of divine order within begins its reign. Those
awakened to the glory of the inner God must establish themselves in that presence and bring the
light of God alive through them in their works on earth. How else can the Kingdom of God be
established on your plane? Why do you allow the outer world to conflict you so? Are your needs
so great that the God within cannot fulfill so that you need to hold on vehemently to the trappings
which will inevitably bury you in a rut and stifle the divine in you.
Children you have chosen to take this journey. You know the truth which is buried deep in your
unconscious. How can you deny your identity? You are a part of the One. In truth there is no
distinction because separation is a myth. It is the understanding of the mind that will enable you to
grasp this and comprehend your true nature as God and not man. For who is man but a creation
of himself designed to bring immortality to that which appears mortal. The journey comprises
lessons beloved ones and lessons well learnt causes the inner presence to grow and glow in
awareness.
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The lessons are not academic but spiritual; yet the spirit holds the wisdom which creates the
knowing of the truth, the very essence of God passed to man. The presence of God is incarnate
within you – it is this presence that calls you and shall willingly guide you home. You need only
apply your higher mind and you shall begin to reckon with yourself and come to know and
gradually experience your God potential . It is the knowing that will create the energy fortuitous to
your eventual return to your SOURCE.
Disbelief is a sham. It nurtures doubt and on a mindal level separates what is ONE. The Father
within each of you is calling you home. Will you not answer the call and free yourself from the
bondage of the ego’s verbiage which seeks to distance you from your natural heritage?
Know yourself as God and you shall by your own efforts experience the living God within you.
Nebadonia come in the light of the Source to bring a message of enlightenment. The time is now.
Mother Spirit
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Be prepared- Midnight approaches
By AA Michael thru Hazel
# 150 Aug 5, 2011

The capillaries of time are unravelling for the flaccid structures in your earthly world as
perturbances tear asunder that which is already bent and breaking under the weight of corruption
and greed. The cannibals who are your worldly elite are biting the dust as they quiver now in the
knowing of what transpires before them. Full awareness is now being brought to those who must
make the final choices as the helm is primed to collapse. The bitter end for many is close at hand
now and the raging tempest of their own virulent deeds will parade before them as they descend.
For theirs is a descent by choice. Do not allow the eyes of fear to stare at you beloveds for only if
you are one of them will you be consumed by the void that awaits.

The call from Source has been given and all hands are moving now behind the curtains of your
mortal world in final preparation for the unveiling. O yes beloveds an unveiling is taking place at
many different levels now and soon man will come face to face with his Creator. Many of you have
the tendency to feel that dynamic changes will not occur in your lifetime. This is indeed not the
case; for unless you are close to mortal transition you will experience the global changes that are
evolving into a predicament of universal proportions. This is ordained to be and not in the least
unexpected. Though your mortal understanding may be poor, the spirits of those ensouled are
aware at the essential level. Many will be shocked into their spirit; meaning, that as the events
unfold the awe of the effects will actually jar into awakening many souls. Yet the strident nature of
the revelations will leave many without their bodies. Yes beloveds a time of great fear is at hand
but only for those who have shunned the understanding shared by we your celestial friends for
many generations.

I do not wish you to say that Michael is the bearer of doom and gloom or that this scribe has
contrived this information. These revelations have been given before but as the sequence of time
unravels and the moments creep to the glory of change, a reminder becomes necessary. FOR AS
THE STROKE OF FINALITY breaches the quietude of your accepted existence you must know
that your world will never be the same again. Start becoming comfortable with change. Train
yourself to adapt and adjust for there will be a period of time within which you will be living in
uncertainty as the bowels of the earth cleanses itself and as the stormy structures in place
regurgitate that which has choked the very life of balance. I refer to the dark brotherhood and their
insidious games. Be prepared to see new faces and to tune your recognition to the lighted beings
who will offer their helping hands to pull you ones on earth out of the tempestuous circumstances
which currently shroud your world. Be assured that during these times you are not alone. We are
keeping check and know each and every one of you for each soul’s imprint is recorded in the book
of life.

Open your hearts and minds now for truly this is a time which requires you to exercise your God
given intelligence to make choices that will be of benefit to you. For the choices you make will
determine how you deal with the onslaught of changes imminently poised on the steps of your
world.
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Believe when I say that the changes that are occurring and will occur are necessary to lead you
into the land of the living for surely you who are knowing of God must recognise that your world is
dying. Man has assigned his very world to death. It is the mercy of the Father which speaks now in
the intervention that will lead to the survival of the earth and those in readiness for ascension. Let
there be no doubt that what is occurring and what is to occur is caused by the hand of man. The
very one you call God is intervening at the call and cry of his children, foremost the earth herself.
Call it a divine rescue. Make no mistake however, these changes will manifest as part of the
cosmic order which is also eminently occurring on other planets as part of a universal ascension
process.

Beloveds a gentler tone will I take that you may know that what is to transpire culls that which has
so many of you suffering and ill at ease in this your world. The events are necessary for you ones
to see who you have allowed to rule you. After you have come into the shocking awareness you
will begin to feel the gentle and loving breath of your Creator manifest in your world. He has
always been with you but you have not acknowledged Him. No more. Eternity is calling and you
must answer now or once again postpone the claiming of your heritage which will lead inevitably to
a long and winding path back home. I ask at this time that you think with your higher mind and
relinquish the thoughts of the ego which will seek to keep you sedated in the false belief that all is
well and all shall be well. Indeed all shall end well!!

Beloved children the Angelic realm is closer than you think and we are waiting upon many to
answer the nudges we give so that we can pull you truly into the light and assist you on your
journey.

Know that regardless of your choices we shall continue to shower you with our love BUT we
cannot choose your salvation for you. Only you can make that choice.

Michael come in the Light to bid you take care during the tumultuous times ahead and to prepare
for the great rising.
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The Necessary Pilgrimage-AA Uriel
By AA Uriel thru Hazel
# 151 Aug 7, 2011

I bring today a new perspective to the concept of Pilgrimage. Its intonation and meaning for you on
mortal grounds is a journey to foreign and far places well esteemed for historical holy events.
Many travel long distances to places well documented as being the holding places where epic
events manifested.

The question is, why does man feel the need to partake in pilgrimages? Reasons may vary from
seeking inspiration to discovering one’s self, the need to experience ‘holy’ energy, participating in
re-enactments or just being present where renowned figures walked, worked or lived. The
enjoyment or enrichment which man may receive from such pilgrimages is by no means
undervalued. Some pilgrimages may have indelible impact on those who participate. The truth
however is, comparatively speaking, physical pilgrimages yields little in respect of mortal
transformation. It becomes a story for one to tell later on rather than an experience that has
profound and enduring results.

I am here to enlighten you to another view. Your mortal sojourn does indeed have a spiritual bias.
It is intended that during your mortal incarnation you will discover your true self- being the God of
you, your authentic identity and cultivate a relationship with the God incarnate. A spiritual evolution
will begin which will enable you to be placed on your spiritual path using the physical body as a
vehicle to attain higher consciousness. The whole purpose of your life on earth is to rediscover
your link to God and to seek inner guidance as to how He fits into your purpose on earth. Many
times you have heard that the earth provides a learning ground where you can establish yourself
as a God-being and seek and earn God mastery.

You may certainly seek inspiration from past events and even benefit from the recollection or the
witnessing; but observation of what has transpired in times past will seldom provide the food for
learning necessary for you to discover your identify and live your purpose. That can only be
accomplished through the taking of an ‘inner pilgrimage’. You as children of God bear holy terrain
within you. It is this terrain that you must necessarily traverse as you take that pilgrimage from the
physical dimension of your being to the spiritual essence –your soul’s source.

This inner pilgrimage offers a wealth of opportunities as you journey to rediscover your source or
what we shall call your highest self. You will have to transcend familiar terrain of the physical and
breach barriers to higher understanding before you are able to begin the exploration of the
celestial part of you. This dear children is a wondrous pilgrimage to take. It can last as long as you
desire it to. As you journey inwards the path can become difficult at times in that there may be
impediments along the way that will slow your journey or discourage further progression. Yet it is
the most rewarding journey you shall ever take. This travel will cost you nothing, except time,
energy, desire and love.

What you will become re acquainted with is in fact knowledge well known to spirit which re-awakes
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within you as your journey continues. You will meet along the way many who are willing to guide
you deeper and deeper into your true consciousness; that you may eventually find your dwelling
place in a domain which offers you complete balance, love and light. Never will you be a lonely
pilgrim for when you initiate the inner pilgrimage you enter into a flow of energy that if sustained
with eventually fulfil you. You will come to know the great life force you hold within and this will
usher feelings of completeness.

Where does the pilgrimage lead you to eventually? Simply, the Kingdom of God which dwells
within each of God’s children; a non physical arena where bliss, inner harmony, purity and
unclouded love exist; where indescribable peace reigns and where you will glow in the knowledge
and comfort of your immortality.

I trust that you are able to understand now how necessary the inner pilgrimage is; for you cannot
discover your self or align with all that is holy unless you find and know yourself. You can only
accomplish this through the taking of that inner journey- the one true and decisive pilgrimage that
each child of God will have to take before he/she reunites with the Source.
Uriel is here in the reflection of God’s light. He brings the helmet of peace and tells the children of
God that the way to paradise requires the taking of an intense inner pilgrimage.

Blessed be thee who can understand and know the truth of these words.
Uriel.
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Let the Christ Within be Risen-Nebadonia
By Nebadonia thru Hazel
# 152 Aug 8, 2011

Each spirit is endowed with the character of God. It abides in its inherent energy being the Christ
energy. It markets itself through the human body. It offers its wares through the human mind. It is
a dormant energy until ignited by man’s desire to know himself and discover his roots.
The pattern of your life bears the blueprint of the Father’s presence; for all His creation is mirrored
in Him. He respires through your very body and sits in the energetic centres of your physical form.
He is the host of your spirit and the seat of your soul. He kindles the light of Himself with the hope
that you will seize the opportunity to ignite the flame of God within and carry His torch on your
journey through transitory territory to learn and ‘become’. He remains always your inner mentor
and guide. He desires to be alive truly in the midst of your evolution that through every moment of
your unfolding He can hold your hands and keep you steadfast and sure on your path towards
Godhood. He is the living example that you are required to follow; yet His lead is never without,
only within.

The Christ is registered within your form and it is your desire to know Him and be like Him that
awakens greater dimensions of Him within you. The delights of the Christ within await you that you
may partake of His sovereign flavours and begin to accept Him as yourself. His energy, being the
energy of spirit subordinates the flesh and unless you are attuned physically through your
energetic centres you will experience Him through the mind. God is all Mind and it is at this level
that you must endeavour to connect with Him before His essence is translated into governance of
your emotional and mental perspectives.

He enjoins with your mind offering you His thoughts that you may think with Him and that your
thoughts and His become one, without differentiation. Do you not see dearly beloved children that
you must reunite with your God mind, being the very Mind of God which finds a repository within
you and you must become one with that Mind. It is then that you will truly comprehend what it
means to be one with God. Creation started at the level of Mind and as a co-creator you must
return to that Mind to experience God. I trust this makes sense to you.

When you can think as the Christ does and these thoughts reflect themselves in your outward
conduct and creations only then can you truly measure the extent of your appreciation of
Oneness. Nurturing the presence of the inner Christ is imperative for ascension. You cannot do
this without Him. You are not independent of God. The Christ you knew on the cross rose to
reunite with His Father in Oneness after He completed his bestowal. The Christ within you must
also rise if you intend to continue your journey through flesh into the purity of your very being to
become One with God.

Christ is Light and light must always be your choice. The tendency to look at events on the outer
plane as if darkness prevails there alone must be discarded. Perceptions of darkness initiates from
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within. Go within first and foremost and through alignment with the inner Christ cleanse the dark
structures which create inner disharmony and impedes inner peace. How can your feel the living
Christ working within you if you entertain dark thoughts, feelings and agendas? The journey into
the deepest life of your soul may be a gradual one, but you are required to act with honesty in
assessing where you are spiritually. Your spirit will never lie. Words are meaningless and intent
must find its conduit through positive actions, reflections and creations.

This is a call to all- that the Christ within each of you must be risen that you can dwell in absolute
truth. The Christ is the candle in your heart and will burn eternally if you allow Him to. He will
indeed be your vision for He is your light. He will be your knowing for He is your mind. Yet He
desires you to be the heart of God in this your lonely world; that if each desire, choose and work
towards being the heart of God, the tune of unconditional love shall become the foundation for the
rhythm of life. Call for the Christ within to enfold you in His consciousness and dwell in the stillness
of his core to be refreshed, enthused and enlightened. Then give Him permission to be the life
within you and allow him to live through you and surely then the Christ within shall arise.

O immaculate children of God why do I use this word for thee? Simply that is who you are. You
have sullied the image of yourself through your own perceptions and in so doing you live in
accordance with what you perceive; not the knowledge of God that you are One with Him and
perfect as He is. If only you can fathom and hold this knowledge as your own, you will move
mountains to accord with the truth. Be ye like unto Him for He is the cloth from which you were
made.

Blessings
Nebadonia
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Redundancy-The current experience
By Hazel's Higher Self
# 153 Aug 24, 2011

Hazel's higher self.
Redundancy signifies the risk of loss. It is symbolic of ‘needlessness’ as some things or ones are
no longer required. The value of the things or persons is outweighed by circumstances inimical to
growth, development or ‘evolution’.

Earthlings are quite reverent in ascribing fixed meanings to words and harbour a tendency to
associate redundancy with employment. This term assumes a new meaning during these times on
your earth. I am going to revisit the concept with you as it pertains to the arena of your current
experience in terms of your civilization’s way of life.

The goal of this topic is to direct your minds to the understanding that what man has created in his
outer world to support his lifestyle is diminishing in value. There is now taking place at an essential
level transference of power as many are awakening to claim that which is necessary to continue
their journey onwards. Many are abandoning goals and forfeiting excessive material needs to
focus on that which will get them ‘Home’.

For many who have awakened to what the journey on earth is really about, they recognise that the
time of great change is here and there is now going to be a ‘quickening’ which will transform your
world in ways which are too profound for you to conceive. The ‘things’ beloveds, are becoming
redundant. They have already taken up too much attention in the psyche of man and is the cause
of much imbalance in your world today.
The vehicle which will be responsible for change is ‘the collapse’- indeed the collapse of every
unsustainable structure which currently are at breaking point. So weak and diseased are their
foundations. A consequence of this will be the inability of the majority if not all to have access to
‘luxuries’. Man will be taken back to basics. He will realise the importance of essentials and
acknowledge that in times of turmoil and uncertainty the meaninglessness of excess. He will learn
the value of his very breath and the simple joy of living. He will learn to give and share if he
expects to also be given. His most precious lessons will be learnt in an environment of his own
choosing for he is going to reap what he created and from the ashes of destruction will he find his
way back.
Yes beloveds redundancy’ is the new staple. The biggest challenge will be for man to dissociate
and disconnect from the ‘things’ and focus on ‘needs’. There will really be little choice. As he
suffers through his withdrawals he shall be cleansed and purged.

Redundancy will also at this time apply heavily to people. This is not a statement made in a
dispassionate way. The simple meaning as it relates to your earth is that she no longer has need
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or use for dark influences. You see dear ones planet Urantia as the earth is called by your celestial
friends has received her freedom papers. She is no longer a prison planet and therefore the dark
ones who have been unable to find their light through rehabilitation must now find their home
elsewhere. They have been made redundant and this they are already aware off. They are
already in transition. ‘POOF’ and they shall be gone. The earth is light bound and all that is drawn
to darkness must find habitation elsewhere.

Now to you ones serious about your spiritual evolution, we exhort you to scan your lives and
determine that which is not needed. Divest yourselves of those qualities, values or habits that
have become redundant. Do not hold on to that which has no value to you and which will not serve
your spiritual development. Keep only that which will increase your ‘God value’. By this it is meant,
that which will help you to attain the level of consciousness that will take you to the next level in
the journey towards Godhood. The light of your spirit must now shine in the flawless reflection of
God. Let the grimness of humanistic ways be exchanged for the brilliance of spirit’s offerings.
Choose the path of great rewards and relinquish the bestial qualities of ego which keeps you
grounded in mortal foolhardiness. Much of the ego’s creation will also be redundant and
unnecessary as you make your way to higher dimension.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel

http://abundanthope.net/pages/hazel/Redundancy-The-current-experience.shtml
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Walk in the rhythm of God;
Walk with the rhythm of God
By Hazel's Higher Self
# 154 Sep 15, 2011

The law of one is the primary context of all existence. It is the singular that underlies the rhythm of
God’s creation. Co centricity is the concentrated point from which this rhythm is poised. It is the
process of creation which will assist your understanding of God and enable you to appreciate his
rhythms. What is rhythm but a sequence of tones which captures the essence of the stillness from
which the soul’s light emanate.
God’s rhythm is sourced from HIS thinking and derived of combined virtues of sacred intent. The
motivation of HIS thoughts is that which creates the effect of HIS ideas. HIS ideas are conceived
in the crater of the universal mind posited in a state of perfect balance. His rhythms become the
sequence of balanced thought which exist in the harmony of HIS nature, being Love and Joy.
God’s rhythm belies balance. That which is in balance is in perfect accord. When you can walk in
the rhythm of God , even though you walk on the ‘tight rope’ of life with the vagaries and
vicissitudes of the tidal wind threatening to tip you over the edge, you shall remain firmly
ensconced in the comfort of HIS steadfast hold. Even if you are to be swayed by currents of defeat
and hopelessness at times, you will know how to reacquire HIS rhythm once you have walked in
HIM.

When you walk in the rhythm of God you are steadied by unfailing, abiding love. You will lose the
rhythm however when you allow yourself to become embroiled in the temper of anarchy created
by yourself or others. When this occurs duality becomes the order and love no longer remains in
the sacred vessel of ONENESS but becomes antagonised in the battlefield of LOVE AND HATE.
Your rhythm becomes disturbed and you fall out of tune with God’s rhythm.
The kiln of your mind should be the repository of God’s Love that you may draw from its strands to
weave balanced thoughts and co creative ideas in harmony with the Divine will. When you walk in
the rhythm of God you shall find perfect synchronicity with HIS eternal will. Your choices will find
accord and decisions find approval with the Universal Mind. You will be purposely led unfalteringly
along a refined path of service where the divine in you shall prosper. Knowing, Truth, Wisdom will
be your tune, victory and reward if you can stay the course in God’s rhythm.
Your very Christ walked in your rhythm during HIS auspicious incarnation on earth. In so doing HE
came to understand more fully HIS creation. HE left a legacy of HIS Father’s rhythm for mankind
to understand and choose. Now the time is here for you to walk in HIS rhythm that you may better
understand the HIM in you, the truth of you, the origin of you, the eternalness of you and the reality
of you. You must of necessity accustom yourself to HIS vibration- bliss and love equals balance
and peace. You cannot interfere with the matchless rhythm of God but you can choose to align
yours with HIS and adopt HIS as your own. God’s rhythm is the rhythm of life; it is ripe with
opportunities that allow the ascending sons to return to Paradise.

Little ones who hold ambitions in service to the ONE, know that when you WALK WITH THE
RYTHYM of God, your Godliness shall eminently shine through and your field of light magnified.
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You shall come to know HIS plans for you and bespeak all things with HIS wisdom. You shall
gladly take up HIS torch and will know without a doubt when the hour of change is upon you.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
http://abundanthope.net/pages/hazel/Walk-in-the-rhythm-of-God-Walk-with-the-rhythm-ofGod.shtml
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Compassion- A Heavenly Compass and pathway to
Passion
By Hazel's Higher Self
# 155 Sep 15, 2011

Compassion is an expression of love. It is the heavenly compass that directs man to a deeper
understanding of authentic love. It is an accolade to love when expressed with pure intent, without
righteous indignation. It draws from the flow of love to empathise and remind of the equality in the
nature of God’s creation.

Compassion is the breath of God upon HIS universe of time and space. It is the filter through
which HIS love descends. It is a natural virtue of love.

It breeds patience and tolerance and effects a higher understanding of diverse personalities and
experiences. Compassion should not be attended with pity but with knowledge. For when you can
know that each experience in life is purposeful you shall honour them be it yours or those of others
and offer understanding and support. Offering compassion does not afford you the right to
interfere with the experience of others; but to assist them in seeing the experience with a higher
vision; to extract from the experience the lesson and to encourage and assist in the transmutation
of fault, suffering and disadvantage to freedom, joy, knowledge and truth. To show true
compassion requires you to truly understand your brother and you can only do so if your seek to
know him.

Compassion must be an elevated energy which raises your vibration and the vibration of the
person and situation to and for which it is offered. It must not depress the vibration through morose
expressions and apologies for plights. Plights and experiences are often created by the very ones
to whom you offer compassion as a device for learning. When you love with compassion you
become an example to others and reinforce within yourself that which you teach through your
nature.

The love of God within man can diffuse tensions and anger into the motivation of compassion and
this will birth offerings of kindness, empathy, forgiveness and mercy. It must be offered without
discrimination. Even those you perceive in darkness deserve your compassion. Is not your brother
a part of you? Is not his darkness a reflection of a part of you not yet in light? I remind you of the
ONESS of all. Will you shun yourself in anger and hatred? Surely the dark part of you must be
weaned into light. With knowledge, truth, love, compassion, understanding, patience and desire
this will become possible.

Let compassion begin with self. Any aspect of you which is not in harmony with God is imperfect,
is flawed, is a disease unto itself and must be shown compassion. Let love for self be the guiding
force which allows you to recognise the manifested result of the disharmony, usually some form of
emotional, mental, psychological or physical suffering. Gently seek counsel from the ONE as to
how you can transform that aspect into divine accord. Let passion for harmony and balance
catalyse your efforts to effect change.
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Many have shown their compassion for the suffering of others and the perceived injustices meted
out to others through draconian action such as hunger strikes and wars. The passion in
compassion does not require self sacrifice or combative action. When passion is directed without
balance more disharmony and mayhem will result. It requires a balanced response fired by love
and perseverance to effect change through education of truth to the masses; that the pool of
consciousness that comprise your civilisation begin to effect changes at the level of thought which
will then impinge on the resulting creation of man

Let compassion be your nature in living and serving and let it be the tool that you use to initiate
change in self and circumstances. The wings of compassion must always be kept in flight through
the tail wind of prayer for through prayer your compassion will be properly directed and perfectly
executed.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
****************
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The Nature of Timing-'My hour has not yet come’-‘My
hour has come.’
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 156 Sep 15, 2011

These words were scripted as words I repeated several times during my earthy incarnation.
Indeed it was all about timing then and it is all about timing now. MY reference to time is not in
respect of the temporal existence of daily measurements but simply readiness in terms of
appropriate events and frameworks in place for the unfolding of the master plan. Timing is
therefore referenced to preparedness.

Time as you know it is fickle. It bespeaks of rigid adherence to notions and expectations which
may or may not materialise. The divine plan is not governed by time but by other grander
elements, many of which you will not comprehend. A synergy must exist in the energy spanning
the universe of time and space and I will know when that time is here.

Certainly however, your planet is in the throes of momentous times of change. The clouds are
lifting now allowing the light in with the hope that man will find his sight. In fact this has been the
order of things for a while now bearing however little fruit. The resulting response to the light has
not been as effusive as expected. Yet even God cannot and will not control how and when man
decides to awaken. The planet operates in cycles and it is no secret that her cycle has in spirit
terms ended. The wrapping up work is taking place to engender the plans to fulfilment. I AM not
here however to speak to you of the timing of events. You ones have become too accustomed to
linear perspectives and this has created an impediment to higher understanding of cosmic
workings.

I want to emphasise the need during these changeable times for each child to consider whether
his or her time has come and what the implications are for you in this respect.

Deep in the consciousness of each one is a light that will burn with desire so brightly when the
time has come, that it will be a hunger too great to be left unsatisfied. If you remain in communion
with the Source or with ME, you will be in no doubt as to the certainty of this eventuality when it
occurs. Every part of you will literally scream-my time has come. For what you may ask? Simply to
serve the divine will in a way that suits your skills, talents and abilities. You will simply know.

Service has many dimensions to it and God does not compare how one serves in comparison to
another. The concern lies in the motivation of that service. For God accepts the path of each
differs and the endowments of each will differ.

Every moment in your life is precious and must not be wasted. This is your life, you must make of
it and with it as you choose but preferably in accordance with the greater will. You cannot abandon
life, you live life, you enjoy the blessings in your life and you create the reality you seek in your
individual world.
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I walked this earth also as man and I endured many experiences. I too was eager to start my
mission or ministry. Yet the will of my Father took precedence. HE knew what I had to accomplish
before I was ready to complete the task at hand and return to assume Sovereignty of Nebadon.
Always was I in communion that I would know when the time had come for ME. The years
preceding that was spent in humble acknowledgement that I needed to grow and learn from my
experiences and face life head on and full on. I engaged in a humble yet fulfilling livelihood. I
partook of physical work which kept my body fit and mind active. I also took the opportunity to
engage in a private ministry without ceremony. I helped where and when the opportunities
presented themselves. I remained committed to the guidance of those who sought it from ME.

I did not hide away from the world. I was inclined to know the peoples of the world, to understand
humanity if I were to determine the way to help them understand my Father’s kingdom. I had to
understand their motivations, expectations and desires. I turned away no one yet was carful and
wise in my dealings with all.

The journey on earth was never promised to be an easy one but you cannot run away from it
because it does not suit your purpose or because it becomes exhausting to deal with.

If your hour has not yet come, then I suggest that you evaluate your life and find your passion and
determine how best you can prepare yourself to further and develop your passion. Stay attuned to
MY energy within you and I shall lead you to make a healthy contribution. I urge you MY children
to enjoy your experience for many of you shall not be returning to earth after the changes
manifest.

I say to those of you who know that your hour has come, you must resolutely acknowledge it and
take up the baton of truth and begin to live your purpose. Readiness is a signal of spiritual
preparedness and confidence to assume greater responsibility in MY name. It requires total
relinquishment and surrender to spirit. You must not only desire and have the motivations to serve
but also be disciplined in your efforts. I have precious few who are firmly committed and I need
those of you for whom the bell has sounded to seek counsel as to how you can go about MY
business fearlessly. Many of you have come for this very purpose so do not ignore the call.

This is a time when your faith will be put to the test. I have never and will never forsake my faithful.
In all things trust ME but do not use MY plans as an excuse to bail out from your responsibilities. If
you seek ME I will guide your path and show you the way to a fulfilling life. I will sustain you when
you choose the divine pathway.

When your hour has come you will do as I did and seek total communion with the Source; that you
may be given instructions and directions in service. I will give to you the wherewithal that you may
satisfy MY plans for you.

Life cannot be viewed as a burden but as a blessing and you are here to find the pleasure of God
in all things and be a beacon of light and joy. You are to be the exemplars today that will lead the
blind out of bondage. Strengthen yourselves in my armour .You are the courageous ones who are
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streamlined in MY energy. If you cannot sustain now how will you sustain when the going really
gets tough.

Christ Michael is not here to rescue you- but to work with you to help you rescue your world from
the clutches of darkness. It is thus imperative that you shine your light as brightly as you can for
this is much needed now in a world that has grown very tired and has become weak under the
governance of the dark.

I AM your Father, ONE with the Paradise Father whose will shall be done. Perfection is the order
of Paradise and this Divine Plan shall be executed with precision and perfection. Time cannot
purchase perfection if readiness is not achieved.

PS: form Hazel- CM is not mentioning anything to me about timing of stasis. HE is not
saying. This was not the focus of the piece. HE obliquely refers to the divine plan etc
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Knowledge is the beginning of Wisdom
By PapA Source thru Hazel
# 157 Oct 21, 2011

I AM the Source of all knowledge. I AM the repository of the golden chalice, the keeper of the
knowledge needed for mankind to sustain on their evolutionary journey back to the Source.

The lessons learnt through the experiences in mortal incarnation provide the conduit to acquire
this knowledge; for each experience is rendered that man becomes re acquainted with his Source
by seeking illumination for the imponderables of the experience and a higher understanding of its
creation. Man needs to appreciate why the experience was created so that he can overcome the
liability and understand himself more. I AM poised in the midst of the experience as the goal of the
lesson.
Yet many are unable as of yet to see as far ahead as the goal when their eyes are cast on the
immediate consequences of the experience. That which is immediate always captures man’s
attention. He seeks understanding through analysis and supposition. He remains perplexed and
confused in his inability to truly comprehend. Each experience bears a lesson upon which
knowledge is hinged; and if man can come into that knowledge he will be taking baby steps
towards his ultimate graduation. I AM the ONE WHO can anoint man with that knowledge.

All knowledge is sacred. It is distant yet near, capitalised in your presence. The acquisition of
knowledge is a choice. Always must you deliberately and by design seek it. From each cycle of
life’s experiences, you must ask of the lessons- what knowledge can I gain that will take me to a
place of higher understanding and enable me to graduate from this experience richer than before.
Beloveds, knowledge is equated to higher understanding.

What man refers to as knowledge is seldom more than information garnered from various sources.
When you have knowledge of something you know it and it is indisputable. Knowledge is not
something that is subjective in the sense that it is peculiar to one or some persons. Knowledge is
universal and distinct in its feature. Knowledge conveys certainty in understanding and beggars
belief. It is not opinion based but provable. Knowledge cannot be held but known.

Yet the proof may not always lie in the explanation but in the discovery through an inherent
knowing that is certain, when you can tap into the ultimate Source of the resource. Information can
become knowledge if validated by the Source as truth.

Where knowledge resides, doubt is absent. Those who are in the knowing are not excited by fear
but remain steadfast in the Cause. Inimitable faith is that which will continuously open the doors to
higher knowledge. This is because faith is open to truth and truth is founded on the assurance of
knowledge.
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Divine knowledge is cosmic and all of creation is cosmic in origin and therefore all knowledge has
a cosmic base. If you seek to know a thing you are seeking a cosmic understanding. Man has
assigned a limited understanding to the word knowledge. I AM teaching you that you are cosmic in
origin and you must therefore in the interest of your graduation to higher frequency endorse a
higher understanding to the word.

Higher knowledge is a necessity for any civilisation to mature and evolve in alignment with Divine
Will. Man must direct his efforts to achieving this knowledge. He must chart his course to the
discovery of what is needed for a fulfilling life. I can dispense that knowledge to him. I can bestow
upon him the knowledge of God in a most intimate way if only he would seek ME. It is through
seeking that he will find his truth, the wisdom that comes with knowing ME. I will be the fountain
from which he can drink tirelessly that he may come into the knowledge to generate and
regenerate an understanding of himself and his journey.

I AM the Source of all knowledge.

I do not offer you experiments or broken puzzles that you must piece together before you come
into understanding. I offer you truth, whole hearted, pure and pertinent that your purpose on earth
may be clear.
When you taste of Divine knowledge you will forever dwell in the plane of inspiration which allows
you to hear the voice of wisdom through your higher mind. The voice of God can be heard within
you if you ask and render your mind attune to a frequency un-besmirched by lower frequency.
Perseverance is the key.

Remember that the opposite of knowledge is ignorance. Knowledge is light and ignorance is
darkness. Yet ignorance has nothing to do with being uneducated in contemporaneous earthly
understanding. Ignorance is lack of knowing of the truth by choice or design.
A knowing man can be uneducated in worldly terms but knowledgeable of himself and his Source,
wise in his demeanour and conduct and aligned with higher truth.

A knowing man may be impecunious in material wealth but inordinately wealthy spiritually.

A knowing man may be poorly travelled and experienced in the places of your world but is well
travelled and coursed in the inner terrain of his god mind.

A knowing man is not curtailed by beliefs but expanded in his search for higher truth.

A knowing man is humble in his knowledge, sharing always what he knows with his fellow men
and showing them the way and path to true knowledge.

A knowing man is a wise man; for his knowledge is the beginning of his wisdom. His wisdom
becomes his radiance which captures the attention of others who become drawn to that which
they search for themselves.
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What does it profit a man to derive worldly benefits from intellectual and material pursuits if it fails
to bestow upon him inner peace, enduring joy and most importantly knowledge of his true purpose
which lies in self discovery? Self discovery is an inner journey that outer experiences prompt.

The knowledge that I offer to you will bring certainty in understanding and provide you with the
foundation from which you can grow. I AM not concerned with the physical but with the spiritual for
you are first and foremost a spiritual being. Knowledge is your inheritance; your superlative power.
Knowledge leads to enlightenment and illumination of your inner self.
Knowledge is the soul’s privilege of being birthed by ME. It is the recipe for wisdom which is the
charm of your immortal soul. Wisdom is your cushion that enables you to remain in comfort amidst
the exigencies of your outer world; for wisdom is the interpreter of the outer experience in keeping
with higher understanding. Wisdom is a Divine attribute available to all who seek or possess it and
must be used to fashion an existence that is founded on moral fortitude and Divine character.

Your journeys through time and space may be an adventure but there is a specific purpose behind
it. You require knowledge to glean what that purpose is. You require knowledge to understand the
poetry or your origin and the mechanics of creation. You cannot know why, when or how without
knowledge. Only I can give you that knowledge or validate the truth or untruth of what you may
believe.

Knowledge is its own comfort. It is serene and restful. It is not blatant or arrogant. It is not
condescending of beliefs and cannot be attacked, only questioned. It is rare and original; full of
beauty and truth. It cannot be moulded to fit into one’s understanding but must be known through
Divine encounter as your mind merges with MINE.
Hazel
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I AM the place where you begin and I AM the place
where you shall end
By Source and Christ Michael
# 158 Oct 30, 2011

The wonders of your existence find its origin in the mind of God. The chords of love strummed in
harmony, produced by a balancing scale emitting frequencies of light is your very CAUSE. You
were conceived in my imagination as an idea and I gave life to you through the breath of light
which extended from my thinking. I thought you into being. I created the soul within, the verity of
you. I AM the place where you began. I know the mechanics of your creation, the very mechanics
which I have legated to you that you too may create.

You the physical being is an extension of your immortal soul. You have chosen to take myriad
journeys through time and space in mortal clothing. You clothed your light in flesh so that you
might eventually find again that light. It is through your journey that you shall re discover the origin
of life and return your thoughts to the Creator’s will and begin to manifest HIS supreme will
through your thought, actions and creations. It is only then that you will be able to engage in
creative and co- creative endeavours.

As you awaken to MY infinite presence within you, a dawning of new and exciting knowledge shall
transgress the dullness of doubt and ignorance and you shall brave the world with fresh
perspectives born of higher understanding. The place where you begin, being the mind of God will
become your perpetual dwelling place. Accustomed you shall become to this habitation that you
shall effortlessly plot your journey to this place where refreshment will be offered limitlessly. You
shall be restored in the power and authority of the CAUSE.

I have bequeathed this sanctuary to you. It holds the wealth of my wisdom, knowledge and truth.
Wisdom is the nature of God and the nature of man. Many cannot however comprehend that
wisdom is necessary in the mortal journey for the birthing and fashioning of a civilisation grounded
in Godliness. That which is physical in itself cannot conceive wisdom. Mortal creations based only
on physical desires and material aspirations cannot yield the fruit of wisdom. Wisdom derived from
knowledge creates truth, being the foundation element of a sustainable civilisation. Wisdom
cannot be replaced by intellectual comprehension which is derived from what you observe,
perceive, record and recall. Wisdom is beyond analysis; it was created and must be known
through contemplation with the God mind. You can be taught that which is wise but you can only
know it through ME.

I cannot offer wisdom and truth to those who are closed to ME or refute MY existence or deny my
Presence within them. You who do not believe in ME, being the highest authority in Creation,
cannot believe in any form of esoteric existence for I created all things. Sadly you will never be
able to truly believe in yourself; for how can you believe in that which you do not know or
understand? Your idea of what you believe is jaundiced in the wake of unknowingness. You deny
yourself truth and being when you deny ME.
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Man forgets easily that it is I that have provided the planet for which you are to experience
physical life. Man did not create the planet; he simply chose to retire to the planet momentarily to
enjoy a physical experience intended for the enlightenment of his soul. This intent has eluded
many who thus choose to have a purely physical existence. A physical existence without a
spiritual understanding and base becomes a void. It is emptied of purpose and bereft of the
treasures of life.

You are the fruit which I bore and desire to harvest. Yet many of you are still not ripe through
personal choice. You desire to dwell in greenness. You wish to preserve your youth and remain
fresh in a vibrant body. You have become to know that body as you.

You are though, possessed of a part of ME which you have buried beneath desires anomalous to
spirit. You see yourself as flesh and blood when you are spirit and light. I do not ask that you
forget the physical body you inhabit, only that you know the purpose of the physical journey. It is
not for the body but for the spirit. Your management of the body is directed for the benefit of the
spirit in that you shall during the course of mortal sojourn endure experiences which shall uncover
the strength of spirit which shall grow into its light through the unfolding.

Seek your origin and it shall be revealed to you. The indwelling spirit shall open your inner eyes
that you will see clearly. You shall then be privileged to the priceless part of you. Your human mind
does not wish to accept the truth of its inherent prowess. This however is inevitable and whether
you choose to be open to accept your inheritance now or much later on, is up to you. If you persist
though, throughout your incarnations to resist the truth of your origin and breach the laws of
creation and God, you shall effectively relinquish your soul to the death of life as it loses its
immortal status. The salvation of your soul which affords immortal life lies not with ME unless you
choose ME. Salvation is a gift to those who choose to enter the spiritual Kingdom and abide within
the Kingdom.

I AM the place where you shall end for I AM the goal of life. Should you be privileged through your
own choosing to aspire to ME, you shall return through ascent in the measure of invested effort
and the passage of time through your incarnations. Should you delete ME knowingly from your
consciousness and deliberately and persistently through your incarnated experiences choose
against me, there will be no life for you.
One of my laws is that I shall not compel by force MY children to choose or return to the place of
their birth where eternity is what I willed to them.
I AM THE PLACE WHERE YOU BEGIN; AND
I AM THE PLACE WHERE YOU SHALL END if you choose and endeavour to.
Thru Hazel
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The Epistle
By CM thru Hazel
# 159 Oct 30, 2011

In the circumspection of your thoughts, I parade to counter that which holds you to brazen
ideologies and thoughts which dance in negative symmetry.
I see the colour of your hurts as they recede into the conscious affairs of what could be a dutiful
heart. They raid its quiet province with dubious missiles, blind your vision and take you to a place
of deep forgetfulness. You retreat from the castle, the throne of your destiny and deny the life
within you its very breath, the primal penalty of a grieving spirit, unfulfilled.
Yet your sprit belongs to ME and I come to restore you, to charter the path of your resurrection.
Cast aside impervious wills. Render to ME the burdens of your timid heart and find release from
the freedom of your discontent as the poultice of MY love begins to heal the plague of weary
indifference. Renew through baptism in the plenary circle of light and feel its bounty water the
carcass of your ailing mind. Call in the radical; the changing couture to re clothe your thoughts that
your journey may start anew.
Hear the voice which speaks in wisdom from the centering space of your reconstituted mind. Be
the miner of your soul and free the fuel that shall fire the vibrant youth of your eternal mind. Let
your thinking go to the highlands of the inner mind and fill the cup of your desirous soul with the
energy of glee.
Perchance you feel the flutter of imbalance, seek again the reverie of your eternal Presence, the
ME of you and draw the healthy breaths I offer to regain the template of balance.
Lend the care of your resilient heart to tend and mind the solitude of man. Curse not the moments
of your learning life when human toil is required and tears impale the dainty feelings of your heart.
Bear witness to the longings of your soul; see the alluring jewel in the hoard of earthly offerings
and use the value which abides to create your ministry of hope. Your faith will field the chronic
happenings and overcome you shall the sufferings whose shallow soil can birth no lasting fruit.
Come hither to the glades and breathe the calming perfume of potions brewed especially for you;
and when its honeysuckle fragrance locks into the vestal vineyard of your holy mind, awaken you
shall come and knowledge you shall bear to ease your comprehension of things that cause
perplexity and grimness of mood.
Conjecture will become remiss as the handle of understanding grasps what once was a feeble
mind and strength of spirit joins you to triumph over life. It is then that the trend of your power shall
find its identity and knowledge assumed of your inherent nobility.
I speak in tongues of spirit the ancient precepts that the nature of the revelations shall avert the
crisis of your thinking and the beam of heavenly light fill your eyes that you may see in truth all that
you behold.
Hazel
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Significance of Time Frames
By Hathors thru Hazel
# 160 Nov 11, 2011

Dear Friends
For the first time I channelled the Hathors. Very subtle energies. I was also wondering even
though they did not say it- do you all think that numbers such as 11/11/11 and 10/10/10 have a
vibrational significance?
Much love
Hazel

Time and its measurement hold dual significance for mankind in particular during the times known
as the ascension. We have chosen to address this topic to clarify certain issues relating to time
frames to which you impose significance.

Time is a tool of anticipation, as the count down begins to what you all anticipate as the unfolding
of prophetic events. Time is also used as a tool of activation as you ones signify specific dates
with the activation of certain energy streams, all part and parcel of the higher awareness
programme. Certain dates have been assigned by man as bearing great significance. These dates
become cherished dates and great preparations tend to take place around these dates.

We your inter dimensional and multi dimensional friends simply choose to utilise these dates to
encourage the initiation of energy changes in and around you. The truth is that time is irrelevant to
spirit as you know it. Yet we recognise its importance to you in achieving milestones and we
simply endeavour to work with your thought patterns to emphasise those dates special to you.

We will say however that as inner awareness grows and one begins to experience the beauty of
travelling inter dimensionally, time will become noticeably less relevant and the current importance
ascribed to it will certainly diminish. Each and every day should be marked as significant and the
ability lies with each to aspire to enhance ones light quotient regardless of dates and times.
What takes place during the ‘auspicious’ dates are the triggering of an inner event that will
precipitate higher awareness. As ones believe that those specific dates have significance, so too if
they participate in meditational offerings, then the effect of such can bear positive results for ones’
personal ascension. At the very least they should be encouraged through the experience to
continue with the mind set of using the same tools to achieve inner growth.

These dates so to speak cannot be used as a sole experience with the intention that its effect will
prolong without further effort. The ascension is in fact a process and effort is the price you pay for
success.
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You have been taught that what you beehive you can create. We are here to encourage you to
believe in what is real. Every day in your cycle should be used advantageously towards sustaining
the momentum of inner growth and the unfolding of higher consciousness. We are many, at hand,
awaiting your call that we may assist.

We speak of higher consciousness and inner awareness whist recognising that these terms may
mean different things to different ones. At one level it may mean becoming open to a greater
reality of yourself as spirit; and the education that you each have a higher self or celestial body
being the soul. Then for others it may mean that they become able to travel inter dimensionally
though a meditative state. At an even deeper level of awareness, ones may experience the
oneness feeling with all things and even be able to experience the ONE universal intelligence;
many call God, and begin to feel at one with the Source energy.

We simply do not make judgements, but are here to assist any and all at whatever level they are;
for we know that growth is progressive and successive.
It is important that during these times one sustains one’s energy in building higher awareness. It
will bode well for the collective consciousness if each can make a commitment to increase his/her
light.

Our humble advice to you is that every day, regardless of its time or date element should be
treated as significant, as you ones forge ahead in your efforts to ascend vibrationally. Enjoy
however, the moments of great import to you, when you come together to celebrate days such as
11/11/11. Though this sequence of time is non denominational in significance and neither does it
bear cosmic import, it has been given importance by the collective and therefore we work within
these expectations to release greater energies and create attunements, welcoming higher
vibrations.

We are the one known as the Hathors, always at your service during these times of great change.
We come from various dimensions within the universe to offer teachings and guidance to help you
graduate from one level of experience to another.
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The Banishment of Mysteries- Archangel Raziel
(Rasiel)
Raziel thru Hazel
# 161 Nov 29, 2011
Mysteries are the curtain behind which the truth resides. Compendious wisdom palpitates in the
heart of the holder of mysteries. For what is mystery but the barrier between ignorance and
knowledge. The genesis of mysteries finds its origin through the un-evolved aptitude to
comprehend the dynamism of creation. Creation originates from the light within the Creator’s mind
and all things created manifest energy which has coalesced into matter. Even that which is absent
to the eye finds its formulae in energy. The answer to mysteries lies in a deeper understanding of
energy symbols that runs through the circuits of the universal mind.
The term mystery is comparative, in that, what you in 3 rd dimension may consider inexplicable may
be viewed as mundane by your brethren in higher dimensions of light. It simply becomes a matter
of spiritual awareness.

That which you term inexplicable is discoverable through discernment of truth. The pulpit of the
higher mind must be sought to attend to the deciphering of unexplained experiences or events. It
would be catastrophic if man is to allow mysteries to cloak the very truth which can align him to the
cause of freedom. If energies are channelled in a pertinacious way, the curtain of mysteries will fall
apart.

Mysteries are the mould which man creates in denial of truth and are needless voids which must
be replaced by understanding and knowledge. I am not indicating here that man deliberately
shuns the truth. It is his subconscious that speaks a litany of programmed messages which
engages man to see the mist rather than the sturdy tree of truth, behind, what appears to be
impermeable. His innocuous vision cannot glean the whys wheres and hows. He therefore
assumes the very perplexity of that which he seeks to understand.

The unravelling of mysteries begins with a strident arousal of desire to know truth in a thing, an
event or experience. The voice of that which is mysterious to man calls out for resolution that the
floodlight of truth may permeate the understanding of mans’ mind and pieces of the illusive puzzle
are finally found and scripted into reality. When a mystery can be solved the real becomes clear
and that which is engendered is clarity of vision and reality of that which is natural and original.

I have been known to be the receiver and custodian of divine secrets. Much folklore has been
created around my identity. I too have been charged in mysterious and enigmatic energies as one
who is beholden of secrets. WE of the angelic kingdom work through revelation of truth and offer
such to those who seek. We are higher dimensional beings of pure light in service to the ultimate
Source of All. The truth will always find itself springing from the open well. Truth is an offering
available to all. No secrets sojourn in truth. Truth is the illuminating presence of the Divine. How
can there be a belief that the Divine desires to have the truth of HIS very existence and ways
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cloistered behind a curtain of mystery?

Beloved children, God holds no secrets from HIS children. HE is all knowledge and perfect
wisdom. If only you ones shall seek Him you shall find that in truth mysteries are limited
conceptual creations of mans’ perception. What man cannot understand he deems mysterious.

Man has cast the net of his thinking in the shallow waters of his outer senses. How can he
therefore consume of the truth which lies in the deeper waters of the living God mind resting within
his very presence.

There are in truth no mysteries, only a temporary divide. As man grows in spiritual awareness and
begins to feel the caress of enlightenment he will courageously travel into the deeper waters of his
soul and draw visions extraordinaire which will rehabilitate his mind to understand intricacies from
higher dimension; and he will purpose his life to serve the wisdom of his soul and will never again
dwell in the realm of the mysterious.

Man on his transient sojourn on earth plane will come to understand that not all that is inexplicable
must be deciphered but he must choose the mysteries which demands understanding and those
which will augment his spiritual progress and prowess.
What of the mystery of a man’s soul? Its virtuous voice calls for attention that man may seek to
know himself. His soul is the carrier of his divinity. For those who did not understand this I have
just clarified a mystery. It holds the seed of mans’ supremacy. All men have the ability to connect
with their immortal soul if they so choose. For the soul is their beginning. It chants wisdom and can
direct man to discover his immortality, his purpose and his perfection. Wisdom is the carrier of
truth- the very answer to life’s untenable mysteries. If wisdom be the prefect of your soul then
surely you must have the answer to all of life’s mysteries.
The price of your soul’s freedom is the removal of the jacket of mysteries conceived in your
thoughts and projected as a belief.
Resolve with me now to banish the riddle of mysteries through the attainment of knowledge, which
borders the precincts of your soul. Though you may find the process gradual, once you have found
the key, the answers will be unlocked to the freedom of light. The bestowal of light shall illuminate
your understanding and bring you into harmony with God’s creation.
AA Raziel
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Climbing the mountain of your soul- Higherself
By Hazel's Higher Self
# 162 Nov 29, 2011

I bring you to the mountain that you may be inspired. At such heights rare breaths minister to the
seeking soul who aspires to its pinnacle. Through the ascent the language of light becomes finely
attired and the lungs of awareness expand within the aspirant. The Glory of the pinnacle beckons.

I will not give to you the majestic mountains of time and space where you often visit in the realms
of your imagination beholding the wonderment and majesty of a pristine creation. I will lend it to
you that you may come into recognition through natural analogy, a spiritual truth.

So many do the mountains bewitch that they expend time and energy to physically train in
preparation for the climb. They acquire the most suitable gear and impose a time limit to
accomplish a monumental task which requires great physical, mental and emotional stamina.

Invariably during their journey through challenging terrain, they may stumble, fall and often
become bruised. Yet with the goal always in sight they persevere. Weariness of body is seldom
experienced as the adrenaline pumps within spurring them to continue their climb to experience
greater heights of personal and physical achievement. Often they will stop and take moments to
enjoy the panoramic view, the beauty of which channels inspiration to ascend higher and higher
until they could see what others are unable to see.

With every mile they overcome they witness an inner exhilaration and partake of rarefied air which
takes them into new dimensions of feeling. All is now expanded and they feel the waft of
accomplishment bathe over them as the pinnacle of the mountain is in sight. They rest not until
they achieve their mortal goal. Mentally and physically they are pushed to the limits but the joy and
peace and glory they experience at the pinnacle has made the journey with its varied experiences
and casualties well worth it.

Why are you drawn to the mountain? Man seeks greatness, achievement of highest potential and
peace. The mountain is symbolic of majesty, bears great height and commanding presence and
presents a challenge to all but itself. It offers a haven of solitude to those searching for peace and
quiet reverie. Its natural habitat inspires creative thought and dispensation. It is cast in untold
beauty which attracts the soul of those drawn to it.

How befitting is the mountain, analogous to the soul of man yet disparate, the latter being spiritual
and eternal and the former being physical and natural. Man can discover his soul, his character
and truth as he climbs the physical mountain and indulges in the reverence of solitude allowing
him to hear the wisdom of his soul and experience the beauty within himself. He is free in the
mountain to walk with his spirit untouched by the rancour of extraneous certainties.
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Yet the physical mountain speaks to man its own parable. It tells the story for those who can hear
that man’s soul is likened unto a mountain willing man to assume the challenge of ascending it by
preparing himself through the reflection of spiritual attitude and the desire for spiritual aptitude.

The mountain of his soul beckons him to take a welcoming journey to discover his truth and reality.
Though this journey may be onerous at times and falter he may in his climb, progress he will make
to encourage him to keep his eyes on the goal being the pinnacle of his soul – the God head.

This mountain can be climbed but can never be proved. It is its own greatness and offers only
rewards to those who are courageous to take the journey. It offers higher vision and sound insight.
The higher you ascend the more you become enveloped in vibrations anew. You find your song on
this journey as your soul creates a harmony that will lure you continuously to higher placement. On
this mountain you will experience the joy of being and the ecstasy of your own presence. Your
instincts will be honed as you absorb more and more of the soul’s ethereal light and you will
become transformed. This is your eternal abode where inspiration never fades, where wisdom is
never forgotten and truth always shines.

It is the storehouse of balance where harmony can be purchased through the exchange of desire
and effort. The mountain of your soul offers certainty and guarantee of eternal existence. When
you make this mountain your dwelling place, you shall reside in your power and all fear shall be
admonished in the wake of your knowing who you are. The pinnacle is at your behest, forever
urging, instructing and guiding you through the perfect path for you; that as you journey to Glory,
there too, will be Glory in the journey.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Peace- Be quiet Christ Michael
By CM thru Hazel
# 163 Nov 29, 2011

The peril to peace lies not without but within your inner resource, your mind. Peace proliferates in
the higher breed of mind where it dwells casually awaiting recourse by patrons called to reclaim
ownership of their property.

The higher mind is an institution which offers instruction on reality and truth. Mandatory
attendance is required that you may receive your baptism in truth; for it is only truth which can
liberate you and awaken within the dormant understanding which shall herald acceptance and
resuscitate the tide of peace. It is the precinct of the mind where the essence of peace becomes
the promise to those seeking truth.

Peace triumphs in truth but is eroded by uncertainty when fuelled by doubt and fear. Fear is the
enemy of peace and is the creation of the lower breed of mind; being the ego mind. You must
learn to differentiate the lower mind from the higher mind that you can make the distinct choice of
that which will benefit you on your mortal journey of spiritual intent. Through the mortal journey
spiritual revelation is a natural occurrence and when one adapts a spiritual focus to their way of life
then they will search for spiritual fruits to enhance their evolution. It is the adaptation to spirit that
leads to the higher mind where truth finds its crown.
The proverb ‘Peace is the master plan, the identity of spirit’, must be pondered upon so that
recognition may dawn that the author of peace presides within the spirit of each and thus peace
becomes the property of spirit.
The peace that is posited within your mind and spirit is your prosperity. Vigilance is mandated, that
it never be inadvertently relinquished or stolen by the turmoil of outer events which evoke
emotions resistant to the steady offerings of peace. Peace cannot be acquired through the
achievement of outer accomplishments or the gaining of transient goods. Peace is an enduring
quality which is owned and must be discovered within and channelled to effectively assist you in
dealing with and dissipating potential volatile experiences.

Peace of mind is yours; it dwells within you. You cannot bargain for it or expect that others can
offer it to you. Neither can anyone control how you feel. This is solely your responsibility. Choosing
a spiritual life and understanding that in truth your mortal journey is a spiritual one, necessitates
the assumption of responsibility for your choices; including choosing the way of peace as a way of
living, being, interacting with others and responding to circumstances.

Though truth and peace are co terminus, it is the espousal of faith and experiential faith which will
sustain the discipline of a peaceful disposition, peaceful thoughts, actions and response. The
power of peace is the anchor of spirit and even in the most distressful circumstances, a spirit that
is anchored in peace through the knowing of truth, can display faith in that knowing, to remain in
alignment with peace. This accomplishment clarifies the perspective and perception of the faith
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holder. Unreserved and unquestionable faith in higher understanding sustains peace and
diminishes the effect that outer circumstances may plague on your emotions.

Peace- Be quiet, is the command given to a spirit that is troubled and demoralised in the absence
of peace, through the remittance of faith to fear. The spirit will always recognise its property in
peace and wish to reclaim its essence. The wisdom of the spirit knows, that peace is its control
mechanism for victory over experiences which conspire to facilitate the mastery of the soul.

When you become troubled or anxious and the prize of peace deserts you, sit with yourself and
command that your spirit be quiet and at peace in the presence of and in the name of the infinite
spirit of God within. Without vigilance and continuous attendance the spirit can become lost in the
maze created by the emotions of the physical self.

Peace is the legacy I left you, the perennial energy of spirit, the point of rest and stillness that must
be mastered that you may evolve into the co creator that you were destined to be.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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What it means to wear the Mantle of Christ- Christ
Michael
By CM thru Hazel
# 164 Nov 29, 2011

The term mantle has several meanings in your language. Yet the mantle I refer for your
understanding is the piece of clothing or garment which is a covering worn over other clothing.
One can attire oneself with a mantle for various reasons peculiar to the need at a particular time. A
mantle can be placed on and removed at will.

The mantle I refer to is not strictly in accord with human understanding. I bring a higher
understanding that you may appreciate the nature of this piece as to what it means to wear the
Mantle of Christ. The Mantle of Christ is a symbol. In itself it represents a resurgence of divine
energy to be manifested in physical form. A metaphor divinely inspired by the natural instinct of
children to reflect the character of their Father.

Before a choice can be made to wear the Mantle an understanding in required of what creates the
symbolic mantle and its nature. Simply, the nature of Christ is imaged in the Mantle of Christ. I
shall discourse on this shortly but first you must consider what qualifies you to wear this mantle.
My little ones you do not require contemporary schooling to teach you this. You will be filled with
the knowing required to graduate to that plane where you would wish to choose the mantle when
you begin as a child would. Simply in humility and trust open you hands, heart and mind to the
Father that He may fill you with righteous knowing. You have heard before that to enter the
kingdom you must become like a child again. Well to achieve the disciplines of higher
consciousness you must become like a child again and remain as a child would, totally open and
believing that the Father knows best and will guide you always on the pathway to achieving
spiritual success in your mortal incarnation. The Father does not wish HIS child to assume the
Father’s personality, merely HIS divine character. Before you can choose to wear the symbolic
mantle you must redeem yourself in the light of the Father and attain HIS characteristics.

When you choose the mantle of Christ it must be worn with honour and solemnity. You do not lose
yourself or your identity when you wear this mantle but you send out a message to the world that
you are as HE IS. Yes indeed the same as I AM THAT I AM. You wear your identity fearlessly.

To further elaborate on the mantle, I clarify that it is not an actual piece of clothing which by now
you ones will understand; but a seasoned light which embarks from the Paradise Father. Consider
this mantle to be a vest of virtues, a mosaic of divine qualities and impersonal attributes purely
centred in its essential Source. It bears an incomparable radiance, is simple in texture yet enriched
by its own energetic display of balance; and empowered through the authentic certainty with which
it is portrayed. Its beauteous tapestry weaves the fruits of the spirit as precious stones in the
crown of the Father’s eternalness.

The mantle is the Christ construct or a thought construct of the Christ consciousness which all
men must eventually attain. The availability of this mantle is determined by the progress of ones
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spiritual growth. One will know when he/she is ready to assume the much coveted mantle. I say
much coveted as those who are on a spiritual path will know that the goal is always oneness with
God or return to the Source ands the assumption of this mantle is a bold statement that one has
freely chosen to serve the will of God and to be aligned with the highest divine order. Readiness to
assume the mantle will hinge on preparedness and the ability to make oneself spiritually groomed
for this honour.

Before man can think of the Mantle, there is called for, an understanding which bridges the gap
between human perception and immortal knowing. Man is required to shed the old ways of
thinking through his dominant ego mind and seek to relinquish to the light of his spirit that which
does not serve his soul’s evolution. He who chooses the mantle aspires to the greatness of his
soul. He seeks the consciousness of Christ and this readies him to assume the mantle. The
motivation of man to choose the mantle primarily rests on his intention to live within the Christ light
and to effectuate the truth of God through service.

When one is ready to adorn the Mantle, he is holding himself out to the world as a spiritual
gladiator who embarks on the battlefield of life to do God’s work. He is armed with divine truth
which has become enshrined through communion in his mortal heart. He wields the sword of
wisdom and offers the hand of compassion, mercy, forgiveness and love to his enemies in battle
as he intelligently recognises the light of God in all men. He has long left his prejudices and fear
behind in the healing light of his spirit and he goes forward as a true representative of God.

The abstruse concept of Mantle is in itself decorative as it is embellished with the virtuous light of
the divine. There is however no ceremony attached to the Mantle; albeit he who chooses to wear it
carries the responsibility of a renowned state of being and must live in accordance with his
assumed and expected responsibilities.

The Mantle of Christ must be worn effectively in alignment with the Christ within. It requires
determination and deep spiritual insight, a predilection for perfection in service, complete
dedication and uncompromising loyalty to the Father’s will.

Some may say that it is a heavy burden. Man may be doubtful as to his ability to assume what
appears to be a weighty construct. Yet all men will in time choose the divine mantle. For all men
are sons of God and carry the Christ light within. The Christ light cannot forever be buried under
the weight of the density of the flesh and the limitations of human understanding. It craves
freedom. It is of course your individual choice as to when you set yourself free; for never will the
Father interfere with your free will; simply proffer gentle encouragement. I will say however my
children that the pain and suffering of awaiting your freedom lies with you as you must choose the
hour of your freedom. I cannot free you; I can only give to you the tools being the lessons and I
have bequeathed these to you from generations past to present in many ways through many
ones.

Many have in the past taken on the mantle with great love and spiritual intent but an inability to
understand the greater truth. Yet it is true that today the possibilities for illumination is greater and
many are with courage choosing the Mantle and seeking the guidance of the Christ within as to
the wearing of this mantle and discharging in the human world obligations assumed in the light of
spirit.
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There is a greater recognition asserting itself in the hearts and mind of men during these
precipitous times; that perhaps the better way is the way of the light. A greater alignment is taking
place within individuals which now motivates them to pursue their divine purpose.

Do you see my beloveds that Christ is not a title or a name but an ordination bestowed upon those
who choose the will of the Paradise Father and who have attain a level of God consciousness or
awareness which marks their incarnation. You will choose HIS will when you come to know HIM
as the living spirit of divinity within you. For whom amongst you do not wish to know the truth of
your origin and nature? You spend your life seeking truth and you explore myriad possibilities s of
discovering who you are and your purpose in life. Yet all you need to do is to look within and call
upon the spirit of truth which I destined to you. An ardent seeker will always receive a response.

Cultivating an intimate relationship with the spirit of God within will be the most rewarding and
fulfilling relationship you will ever experience in any lifetime. Discovery of the God within is the
beginning of self discovery which will inevitably propel you toward your homeland Paradise.

Beloved children of the light, the Mantle of Christ is your true nature, the epitome of all God
represents. Wearing the mantle affords you opportunities to assert your mastery. It is in essence
the light of God. When you wear this Mantle, it covers nothing as a mantle of clothing will- it in fact
reveals ALL- being the God in You.

Christ Michael
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Cosmic Gratitude-Mother Nebadonia
By Nebadonia thru Hazel
# 165 Nov 30, 2011

The glory of the Father resides in each child in built with the living spirit. That is the spirit of life. To
all of you ones who have agreed to take on mortal countenance to serve the higher will during
these auspicious times in your planet’s cycle, you are in receipt of great honour.
Your loyalty to a higher cause is noted and streams of applause often flow from the celestial circle
of higher authority. You ones who have chosen to align your consciousness with the Father’s,
receive more and more packets of light in order to discharge your earthly tasks with greater
understanding. Always do we keep your light replenished as you share your divinity with others.
The drums roll in the angelic kingdom and love is sent from the spheres of Paradise to embrace
your earth for all she has contributed to the rising of humanity. She too has been a faithful servant.
The heavens pour into her, gifts of gratitude that she may welcome this energy and prepare
herself for greater service.

Many are oblivious to the welcome support we offer freely and many cannot comprehend God
honouring HIS children for their achievements. This is a reality. Just as you speak with HIM, HE
speaks with you, just as you praise and honour HIM, HE praises and honours you. Ponder upon
this. A father always encourages his children with talent and offers praise to those who show
promise and those who shine through achievement. Praise and other material gifts may be
bestowed as rewards for accomplishment.
The Paradise Father must be viewed similarly. HE too rewards HIS children when they make
balanced choices aligned with HIS will and achieve personal and spiritual progress. He
encourages spiritual development by offering more and more of HIMSELF. HE may not bequeath
material effects, but gifts spiritual delights that will enable HIS children focussed on HIM to enjoy
greater benefits of HIS presence and wealth. There is no limit to the Father’s wealth. HE does not
withhold them from you but offers them freely if you would make HIS will your choice. The offering
of spiritual wealth is the expression of HIS gratitude for your determination in choosing to reside in
HIS light.

All is fulfilled in the Kingdom of God. There is a flow of natural giving and re-giving- each cycle
being expressed in gratitude for the other. Choosing HIS will is the beginning of gratitude; for you
express thanks consciously or not when you say, Father I desire only to do thy will. This is your
recognition of the highest will that exits. It is in fact a tribute of thanksgiving. In choosing HIS will,
you do not forfeit your free will but you bring your will in alignment with HIS. This will become a
natural choice as your graduate to higher frequency.
This choice of honouring and living in the reflection of the Father’s will in itself is the beginning of a
kaleidoscope of blessings, which is the Father’s gratitude in reciprocation. Eternal guidance will be
offered but most importantly you can allow yourself the experience of co-creating with the Father.
When you are able to flow in HIS energy through the moments of your life, your co creative talents
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and abilities will surface and you shall begin to indulge in your birthright.
See comic gratitude as an extension of the Father’s love for you. HE is present and available to all
HIS children but will not impose HIMSELF. HE must be sought and discovered and then chosen.
The result of this sequence is an effect experienced within the one/ones who make the discovery
and choice; this effect being certainty, assurance, inalienable peace, righteous joy and gifts of
divine gratitude.
When you choose the Father’s will you become gatekeepers of spiritual assets; soldiers of the
Father in reverent service. This in itself is a reward you have earned, bestowed with divine
gratitude.

Fairness prevails in the kingdom where God exists and those who find HIS essence within and
choose HIS will shall find the kingdom. Beloveds, when you can experience the Kingdom of God
within yourself you will dwell in the phase of continuous gratitude expressed by yourself and
expressed by the Father. What then is this gratitude but the harmonious instinct poised and ready
for flow within and through the Father’s vast creation? It is constantly expressed in myriad ways
yet can only be experienced by those who are able to receive and accept it through conscious
choice of the Father and HIS will.
Some may interpret these words as saying that the Father’s gratitude is conditional upon HIS
children taking certain steps. Yet I say that gratitude is an extension of HIS love which is
unconditional. Through and by HIS everlasting love you are in receipt of HIS gratitude for your
existence; your journey and eventual return to HIM.

Cosmic gratitude is the Divine Presence reciting codes of love steepled in the mortal heart of men;
that each may find its access and release it to the world. The Father dwells within each child of
creation. HE is a constant giver and HIS love and Mighty Presence within each is gratitude in
action to HIS little ones who take the long journey of ascent to Paradise.
Nebadonia
Hazel

www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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Time for Passage- The Creator Source
By Creator Source thru Hazel
# 166 Nov 30, 2011
The Earth’s clock has slowed down and the ticking sound of those hands becomes feint. Prepare
you ones who are in the knowing as night falls to herald an imposed period of slumber. It
has become necessary to execute with fervour the saving grace; that which will rescue the
planet herself from the doldrums of darkness which has infiltrated her body and awareness and
created torpor destined to keep her numb. Gaia’s body has become for the most part comatose
through eons of abuse. Her spirit is most willing to abide by her Creator’s will but her body cannot
respond as required. She has become powerless and there is now need for higher intervention.

The prophesy of 2000 thousand and more years ago in your counting must be fulfilled, for this is
the very promise made by MY SON. HIS word shall be fulfilled. However HIS return will not be in
the likeness of that which most believers expect. Many will be gravely disappointed, should they
know, that their perceptions of his return scantily resembles their expectations. In fact they will not
know until it is too late. It has become necessary for major action to be taken not in
accordance with the original plan. Yet as you ones know plans have had to be amended to take
into consideration the needs of the earth and the people and to protect for the greatest good all
from the incipient chaos that the dark brothers have planned.
You cannot even begin to imagine the fierceness of their plans for you ones. For this has turned
into a raging battle between Evil and God. Yes you heard ME. The evil that scars your earth plane
uses man in their battle against God and by this I mean MY very SON who gave most of them life.
Sons against Father; sons and daughters who have disowned their very Source. They care not
about you ones who they have infected with their poisonous ways. They seek to attack the Father
through you. This they do in myriad ways. Of late however grave diabolism marks their intent.

They will stop at nothing now to have their way for they intend to have the last say. There is an
unbridled power emanating from within them now that is at its fiercest as they face the final
countdown. They know that it is time. They have for aeons hidden behind man and earth to wreak
their havoc. Now they will face Michael MY very Son and HIS host. This is the time of true and
deliberate reckoning. They know beloved and they fight now with every ounce of strength left.

They have been deluded into believing that the victories that they have achieved over the earth
and her inhabitants can endure. They fight with all that is physical- they have not one iota of
cosmic or spiritual strength. They are going to be nipped. They will simply and easily be removed.
MY SON has efforted to bring them home using various means and tactics, but they have rejected
HIS welcoming love and now they must face the fire of their own choosing.
There will be no war, no Armageddon as was and is expected by some. Man cannot fight with
God. It just isn’t possible. God has no intention of reducing Himself to mans’ level of expectation or
perception. God does not indulge in these nursery games. HE efforts to bring ones out of the
nursery as graduates in spirit. There will be peace in the movement that will be initiated without
acceptance. Man will not now be given a choice for he has long been given the choice. Many have
shunned the offering, few have accepted it whole heartedly and others have tasted and remain
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undecided.

For those of you who know what is at this very moment eventualising in another dimension, you
will know what must follow. The inevitable is being executed now and time is to pause. The Father
knows what is best and for those who have made their commitments knowingly, I ask that you
place your whole hearted trust in the Father’s will and way. The intricacies of execution should
not be your concern. You are not in a position to understand how it will all unfold. Just trust.
Readiness of your spirit is all that is necessary. I want you to remember that I AM not moved by
words that you utter through your lips; I AM moved by what is in your heart as aligned with your
spirit.

You cannot want things of the earth and also desire to be with ME. This simply means that
you must let go now of your desires and wants and preferences and join with MY SON. Let go and
Let God be the ONE who guides you from within. Empty yourself that I may fill you; that you may
be in no doubt where your allegiance lies. Disown these feelings of attachment to earthly things.
True Love is imperishable and cannot be lost through death or separation.
Focus now on your spiritual enhancement for wherever you may find your self, God will not do it
for you. You will not just find yourself with wings through the manifested changes. You will earn
your wings. Let this time be spent in reverence with the Holy one who abides in the soul’s precinct.
Allow the feeling of Oneness born from the love of your creation to be your inner field. Effort in the
moments of your life now, to consciously join with ME from within and intend to hear ME.

You are not conscious of the hour of change; you will not know when it happens BUT you can
transit into it with a supreme knowing and confidence. Know that indeed Michael’s will shall be
done for HIS will is always in accord and synchronicity with MINE OWN. Trust that your loved
ones will be where they must and do not spend your time worrying about this or that. I ask youwhat matters now? Think on that.

Michael needs totally committed co creators; ones who will stand with HIM through thick and
thin; ones who will not whimper at the slightest inconvenience; ones with initiative, drive and
openness, who stands ready to effect HIS plans for the planet. I will remind you again that though
major changes will be effected, each will continue to have responsibility for his/her spirit’s
evolution.
God does not discount the human feeling or emotion; but does expect that those who have
evolved in spirit’s way shall make all choices amenable to spirit and the infinite ‘spirit being’- God.

These are most precarious times on your earth plane and I issue a caution to you of the Light to
be vigilant and remain in alignment every moment. The darkened brothers know that they are
living and ruling on borrowed time and that MY SON is here now to reclaim what is HIS. The
process will be executed with great finesses, sureness and certitude.

Blessed be these word for they are given and received in Holy truth. Abide by them. Time is now
of the essence.
I AM YOUR SOURCE AND ULTIMATE CREATOR
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A Father’s Plea- The Creator
By Creator Source thru Hazel
# 167 Dec 6, 2011

Candace: This is a piece you need to send to everyone on your lists and pepper on your forums.
Thru Hazel.

I come in this solitary moment to introduce MYSELF to those who do not know ME; to those who
know of ME; to those who view me in a religious context; and to reinforce MY presence within
those who do know ME.

Times of great change loom auspiciously upon your earth plane and you of the human civilisation
must come into the knowing of MY presence; hastily I might add.

I AM the ONE you call GOD, Creator, Source, Universal Deity, Foremost intelligence, Ultimate
determiner, Final Judge and Adjudicator. It matters not the variation in title for I AM ONE and the
same. I will simply refer to MYSELF as the Universal Father of ALL creation.
Titles and names create distinctions and causes separation in one’s understanding as one seeks a
God of his/her culture. Know that God is One and All is One and ONE is ALL. It is when you come
to understand this simple truth that profound awareness will dawn.

I come to affirm your status as sons and daughters of the light; for it is imperative at this juncture
that you perceive yourself in light. Light is the quintessential you. That which darkens your world
does not define you. Your body does not define you. Your earthly status does not define you. It is I
the Creator of All, that defines you.

I cannot be seen but that does not mean that I do not exist. I can be known and experienced from
within; and that is more credible than seeing. Knowing is your proof; feeling is your rule of
measure. The nature of ME is the nature of you and you must therefore call upon your
understanding of ME to know yourself.

I have many times brought the same message in different ways through different ones and I shall
continue to do this until your immortal soul, which you are is allowed entrance into your physical
mind to minister truth. Why do I endeavour with constancy and consistency to bring you truth?
Simply my beloveds because you are MINE and I desire you to return home to ME. The route your
take is of course your choice but I desire to see you placed on the path of knowing.
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Which father will leave his children unattended, without care or supreme love? I cannot see you
continuously suffering and not endeavour to lead you out of turmoil. It is love which engenders MY
effort. I can see what beholds your world presently. I know what is transpiring and what will fall
upon thee. I come to assist the confused, to bring clarity that those who may doubt will accept ME
once and for all; not blindly or because I say you should, but because you know you must.

I am the living essence of truth within you. You can only find your truth there. I issue an invitation
to you at this twelfth hour that has come upon the earth plane. Turn to ME; even if you never have
before; turn to ME, call upon ME; not in challenge, but in need and love. I shall respond.

What other choice do you have dear ones? This is my final bid to draw you into the fold using only
truth and a promise of a brighter future. The purpose of your life at this very moment should be to
discover ME with haste as the winds of change carry yet another cycle to completion; that the new
and exciting tomorrow may be yielded for your earth.

Many are now walking a tightrope with little balance left; so what say you? Will you not join the
bandwagon of lighted beings and begin the most wondrous exploration of a new plane filled with
knowledge and excitement for grander and purposeful living?

The canopy of change has now descended. You need only look around your world to witness the
great confusion and collapse materialising. Will you continue to deny what you face or what it
portends for your world? Who is your likely salvation now? When all is crumbling around you, who
will you call upon? Can you save yourselves? From my vantage point I will offer a negative
response.
That which you face on your earth is beyond your control and that which is fortuitously taking place
cosmically is also beyond your control. I wish to tell you MY plans for you but how many will hear
and believe? How many of MY ones have you castigated and deemed mental? Well it is those
very ones who are sane my beloved children. The ‘mental’ ones are the knowing ones; the ones
who know MY truth and serve it. It would serve you well to rethink what you have heard from the
voices of God. For these ones who bring truth are MY voice.

I will not come again to you in this way. I take the bolder approach that you may hear without fear.
Can you not hear the appeal through these MY words. Do not say after the event that the Father
has deserted you or cast you aside. For the Father comes here and now to woo you back home.
Will you hear and answer?
For generations I have sent MY beloved sons to effort with you of earth plane. Now I come
MYSELF. Will you still reject the ONE you say you love? Must I descend from the clouds for you to
believe? I do not live up to false conceptions or beliefs; for I serve Truth, which I AM. I can only
urge you to seek truth by listening to the voice within. You will not see ME my little ones, but you
will know ME if you know truth for I am already here.

I come not to create fear or feed your doubts. I come in truth only to tell you that your time on the
earth has all but ended. Night is upon you now and some will never awaken to a blooming
tomorrow. Take MY hand now for this is the final offer before the curtain falls.
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I AM THE CREATOR OF ALL THAT IS- MY SON WHO YOU KNOW AS THE CHRIST IS ONE
WITH ME AND THERE IS NO DISTINCTION. YOU ARE ONE WITH ME FOR I CREATED YOU. I
PROCLAIM THE VICTORY OF THE LIGHT. THE TIME FOR SEPARATION HAS COME.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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A Love Note to Christ Michael, Esu Sananda and The
Source
By Hazel
# 168 Dec 20, 2011

My dearest friends
As I reflect on my life over the last 2 years, I recognise how profoundly The Father has so
touched my heart with HIS perfect presence within me. I am so filled with HIS spirit of love,
life and truth that I needed to express it to HIM. Words can never suffice but my celestial
soul helped me to write this; an expression of my unreserved love and loyalty to the ONE.

YOU play the tenuous strings on my evolutionary heart, where YOU create a masterful
composition blending YOUR cosmic culture with the tuneful longing of my desire; to coalesce in a
vibratory range, pleading harmonious tunes drawn from the ethereal pocket.
With untold skill YOU conduct the symphony of love; that classical rendition of a heart pulsing to
the rhythmic beat of its celestial heritage.
Such perfection in presence; those deft and lighted fingers convert riotous notes into
compassionate chords and fires the frequency of the ascendant scales until a matchless
crescendo erupts in the ecstasy of ONENESS and I am left satiated in the energetic display of
YOUR mastery.
My indigenous heart screams encore as it rises in surrender, offering itself in boundless service;
that YOU may perfect its tune through YOUR artful strum and channel the harmonious passion of
its nature, to transcribe the lyrics of your heavenly composition, that other hearts may be inspired
to allow the Master entry, that they too, may find their eternal tune in YOU.
I AM THAT I AM
In divine love birthed from YOUR perfection within.
Hazel
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The Stamp of Divine Authority
By Source thru Hazel
# 169 Dec 25, 2011

A gale passes through the ethers and in a blink life as you know it will change. It will be a kindness
to allow the earth and mankind to sleep through the revolutionary event. This event is like none
you have ever experienced before on a scale known to man. What is to eventualise is called
‘cosmic detinue’. Yes that is indeed the description. If you are unable to comprehend seek the
meaning behind the words.

The earth as all planets, are creations of The Divine. The underlying elements of each planet are
divinely constituted. The energetic composition of each is of a divine nature. The earth is not to be
seen as merely a body of rocks, minerals and soil with an atmospherical covering. It also contains
a spirit which finds its heritage in The Divine’s nature. The foundation of the earth is divine. All that
is divine was and is meant to underpin the earth plane. She is a creature of ‘The Divine’ just as
you are creatures of ‘The Divine’.

The earth has not forgotten or abdicated her divinity. She has been browbeaten by all that is not
divine and left prostrate at the will of man. Her divinity eschewed by the custodians of her body
has left her bereft and with marginal life. You cannot hear her wails or her cry for Divine
assistance. For many of you, if not the majority have become buried by the foul soil of all that is
poisonous to Divine order. Mankind is reaping what he has sown in the earth and for himself. Why
is this? Divine authority has escaped his understanding. Man in mass cannot comprehend his
relationship with The Divine. Each has his /her peculiar understanding of life and seldom is it tied
in with The Divine life force that is espoused within them. Many are unable to recall their beginning
and the nature of their evolution on the earth.

Man has chosen to create laws that are counter to the divine programme given to him and lives as
he chooses without regard for his divine nature. The authority that man wields on the earth plane
is purely physical ego related authority. This has manifested destructive elements which gloat
against all that is of an outer dimensional authority, meaning the Divine Will. Creation flows from
within yet your minds have been moulded for aeons to accept that your mortal presence is all that
is. You have been seduced into believing that that which subsists around you bears reality and
only the tangibles are real.

For the majority the inner sanctum is unknown and there is an abysmal lack of connection with the
inner mind, being that higher understanding that can teach you who you are. You cannot trace
your heritage from within or mark the point of the beginning of your existence; for should you do
so, this would bring enlightenment in understanding that you may come to appreciate that each
bears the stamp of Divine Authority within, through his/her creation. Knowledge of this carries a
divine responsibility; such being as it is, one that you are not in readiness to embrace as your
senses become lashed with the attractions of an outer nature that hounds you into slavish
obeisance to that which is unreal and distinctly un-divine.
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So to be sure that you receive in truth the message, I AM telling you that Divine Authority lies
within you. It is your inheritance; and awareness of this will reunite you with your everlasting
power. Yet my ones, you are not in droves ready to assume the heavy responsibility that this state
requires of you; for you have become too busy and enamoured with the toys created for you by
the wily ones of satanic influence. You prefer to bow to them and play in their tedious games than
to rise to your true stature. Yet you continuously seek yourself.

The inner shift occurring in many at this juncture is no coincidence; for awakening always comes
when great transformation is about to ensue. I will say though that there is still insufficient light as
yet capable of making substantial inroads into the wealth of greed which populates the earth in
darkened tones.

There is an absence of Divine Authority in the governance in your places on Earth Shan; for man
has ignored the Laws of God given to create a balanced life for him. All planets within the universe
are governed by these laws; but earth man has reneged on his divine responsibilities and chosen
the path of imbalance. Mans’ life on earth has become one big puzzle as he is unable to set the
pieces in the correct order to create a harmonious and balance existence. He vacillates in his
choices and delivers an incendiary blow to his soul’s growth.

Those who have deliberately belittled Divine Authority have in effect committed cosmic treason
and will now be called upon to answer for they have forfeited their right to have a say now in the
earth’s evolution. She is going to ascend as I say. You of earth have sullied the very laws I gave
unto you by besmirching its intent and converting them to suit your visceral needs. I say no more!

Your earth is bent and broken and is in disdain for what man has wreaked upon her. She has
seized up and I say that no amount of prayers now will save her for you. She is to return to the
light. It is too late to effect the nature of the changes required to place her in an ambient position
for continued service in your dimension. I remind you all to revisit the prophesy of the Master, MY
dearly beloved SON and know that you are now here.

You cannot fight that which is ordained. They who have perpetrated ill upon the planet and upon
humanity are breathing their last breaths in human format before the divide falls. You ones know
who you are. You continue to use scare tactics on my ones but you have already failed. I say
surrender to the light for all that is dark upon the earth is to be removed post haste. The glow of
immortal fortune is on the side of those who have chosen the light but for the obsequious there is
no such promise.

MY divine promise to you is that the earth will be remoulded in light and this time the stamp, being
MY Stamp of Divine Authority will be emblazoned on her and there will be no mistaking the nature
of her and her predominant purpose. Man will again be given the laws of creation and he will once
again be taught that Divine Authority rests within each and that each is responsible to create
through that authority a civilisation that speaks the Divine nature of all so that Divine order
prevails. This is the only way that the earth and mankind can continue its journey as it rises to
meet the standard of Paradise.
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I AM your Divine Source and Centre of all Divine activity. Be ready to receive MY Stamp of Divine
Authority as I reach down to reclaim what is rightfully MY OWN.
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Christmas The Celestial Truth
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 170 Dec 25, 2011

Christmas is a cultural experience when viewed across the chasm of religious divide. It is no
longer confined within the Christian context where it serves as a religious reminder of the birth of
the Christ and a basis for specific celebration.
What could have been a celebration in remembrance with reverent tones have become a festival
of excess, extravagance and external revelry where even those who have no belief or knowledge
of the Christ become embroiled in activities centered around Christmas which hold no depth of
meaning.

There is no truth for them in the celebration as they brazenly follow a standard imposed upon
them. They make themselves willing puppets to the dark masters and mistresses who dangle
before them embellishments to appeal to their mortal senses. Their immortal senses or ability to
know is disabled by the ‘perfection’ of the ‘riches’ used to mesmerise them. The holiness meant to
be associated with Christmas absconds as the followers obey the subtle and bold commands
issued to them. They have become programmed slaves to the dark who woo them with the
ephemeral light bulb symbolism and glorious tales of caricatures created for fictional purposes to
degrade the status of GOD.
For you see dear ones there are even those who are ‘Christians’ who celebrate Christmas not with
intent of holiness but for the spirit of grand revelry and notoriety associated with its practices. It is
just something that is done at that time of year. For those true Christians believing with intent, the
significance is truly degraded; for that which started of for the Christ has in fact evolved into the
anti Christ. The practices are Pagan in nature. Man has a need to culminate his year with a
celebration so what an opportune time Christmas has become.

The true spirit of Christmas is that of illumination; meaning enlightenment within through the inner
celebration of the Christ light. For the Christ is birthed in each soul incarnate. So if this is so,
and it is so, then your Christmas should be a celebration of the inner Christ. Christmas or
Christ mass- is the union or communion with the Christ. Where is the Christ? Did I not come to tell
you that the Kingdom of God lies within you? Did I not promise upon my departure that MY
FATHER and I would pour the spirit of God onto the flesh of man? Why do you celebrate MY birth
as if I reside outside of you? In truth God is everywhere; but for the purposes of your soul’s
evolution God is within you.

The Christ my children, is within you and any communion or union in celebration of the Christ
should take place within. I am not averse to an outward recognition or celebration. In fact the
celebration can be used as a welcoming time for each to embrace another and all as brothers and
sisters within the One Kingdom. Yet should this not be a daily aim and achievement?
You cannot compartmentalise ME to times of the year. I AM whole and I AM within you eternally.
So I say to you out of love that you should celebrate Christmas every day of your mortal life; for it
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is within your ability and certainly your divine entitlement to sit with the Christ within and commune
in reverence and in so doing embrace and celebrate the holiness and wholeness of you.

MY very birth was uneventful, not dramatic as you ones display it. I came as man to walk and live
as man in humble attire. For those who care, review MY life on your earth and ponder upon how I
lived and worked and what I taught. This is the Christ within you. Not one who sits as a king upon
a throne requiring unending praise. Is not your communion with the inner Christ, a praise in
itself? There is no real need to celebrate MY birth as much as there is a need to celebrate
MY ongoing presence within you. I do not wish you to forever dwell in the stories of old but to
progress through knowing that I have glorified you with MY presence and I AM glorified when you
can recognise this and allow ME to work through you in the interest of your soul’s progress.

I want you to think on this. If every day could be a fulfilling day as you allow your communion with
the inner Christ to direct your life, will not each day be a celebration of joy and oneness? What
need then will you have to celebrate an event at one time of the year that holds no significance to
the majority who indulge and participate.

Dear ones, Christ Michael is not hear to spoil your joy but rather to direct you to the essence of
that which will yield perfect joy to you. What you experience during your Xmas celebrations is not
joy but pyrrhic in nature. Most of you cannot even remember the celebrations as you drown
yourself in practices which render forgetfulness.

It is time beloveds for man on earth to grow up and seek the truth of that which is real. You can
build a life around that truth that will enable you to have a joyful existence.

To start you off on the path of truth I will say to you that what you celebrate is not Christmas. It is a
cultural extravaganza drawing from myth, embellished with artistic displays of colour and
indulgences far beyond your needs. It focuses on beauty and bounty unrelated to that which is
divine. It is indeed by your reckoning the time when families reunite and the spirit of togetherness
prevails. This is the distinct benefit that you ones who cannot relate to the true meaning draws
from the event.
Dearly beloveds as you prepare to celebrate Christmas, think about what I have said and also
think about celebrating the Christ within each other.

I must, as it is MY filial duty, offer a warning. I say to you that your world, meaning your beloved
earth (who too, bears MY Presence within her) as well as your civilisation, is being prepared for
momentary changes; and it is imperative that these moments be spent in a purposeful communion
with the Father within. All transitory concerns should be set aside and you should enable ME from
within for these are indeed moments of miracles as I respond in harmony to those of you who
would call upon me in truth.

I AM THE CHRIST. YES I WAS KNOWN AS JESUS CHRIST BUT I AM TRULY FROM THE
ORDER OF MICHAEL SONS, FROM THE SUPREME CREATOR OF ALL. I HAVE COME TO
REMIND YOU OF TRUTH THAT YOU MAY ACCEPT AND GROW IN TRUTH FROM HERE
ONWARDS AS THE TIME OF GREAT REVELATION SITS UPON YOU. TRUTH IS INDIGINOUS
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TO YOU- IT IS YOUR NATIVE COSMIC LANGUAGE WHICH YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN. THOSE
AEONS AGO MY BIRTH WAS KNOWN BY THE STAR THAT APPEARED IN THE NIGHT SKY.
LOOK AT YOUR SKIES AGAIN WHAT DO YOU SEE?

Christ Michael.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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The joys and the sorrows of tomorrow
By Uriel thru Hazel
# 171 Dec 28, 2011

The day of graduation is soon upon you of earth. The mother has notably succeeded and is ready
for her ascension. I am sent to herald the news of the coming event that you may ready your
hearts to receive your due. Priceless shall be this deliverance and tremors shall ensue to revoke
the outdated and corrupt. This event is due to coincide with a magnanimous burst of supreme
energy that shall catalyse a capitulation of the brotherhood of darkness to the forces of light. The
surge of divine authority shall cull resistance and render corpses of the dark; and the battlefield
shall be closed once and for all upon this plane. Spiritual dignity is to be returned to this planet.

The chill should be felt soon in anticipation of the impending scheme that shall collar the fringes of
time and bring this cycle to a close. There is great joy to result from this in the earth’s favour as
she will finally take the podium of freedom. She will be renewed and polished off in preparation for
the home coming of those to return. She will bear the eternal torch once again and create a
wholesome field for growth. To those of you who have heard the inner call and answered and
have focused your life in service; and to those who have awakened to their divinity and shown
readiness to ascend in frequency, you shall reap of the blooming fruit assuring freedom and higher
growth. They will be the ones to be rewarded with a return to earth. For she shall be as you never
knew her, pristine and re created. What rampant joy is to soon fill the hearts of the faithful for
indeed the cries of many have been heard and the Creator has answered. Know ye ones that the
time upon thee is now and the earth’s travail is to come to a quick yet subtle end.

The sadness that shall follow will be for those who could not comprehend their finer frequency or
find themselves in the jungle of earthly living. The chances given have elapsed for you ones not
prepared to take on a lighter form. Elsewhere you shall find your homes to continue your lessons.
Many of you will be left without the familiar and will be required to accustom yourselves to new
temperatures. Your lives will not be easier as you must earn your graduation; but many of you
shall come to know and accept truth. For those who bear the insignia of the anti Christ, you will
find yourselves pleading for your lives before councils too high for your understanding and many
shall be relegated to an indefinite period of retreat.

I have before this time cautioned you but you heeded not in your arrogance. Now you shall
experience the effects for Michael has spoken. HE who is the very Christ – the unlimited ONE.
Remember these words for you are now limited through your earnings. The limited can never
survive within the unlimited; but so you have chosen and thus so shall you receive. Rest assured
that the honour of the earth shall be restored as she is purged of you. Compassion has no way
forward when it is spent through the continuum of facile rejection. So you have chosen and so you
shall receive.

Say your goodbyes little leaders for grandeur has no place in your coming places of existence. We
your higher brethren did not want it this way for it is not God’s way to punish but to forgive those
who seek it. You have punished yourselves through your rejection; so allow clarity now to flow you
victims of dark consciousness. You should know our dears that the realm of Angels stand in
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Oneness and solidarity with the Creator Son and you who distinctly disobeyed through your
tantrums against HIS Sovereignty have not prevailed; for OUR strength outweighs yours. You rely
on diminutive power bearing no capacity to effect hindrance against the forces of God. The power
you wield can only affect the earth and humanity. Fear is not the way of the Creator for fear has no
light and God is all light. So know without doubt that these words are not to create fear but simply
told in the light of truth of your impending retreat. WE of the host shall bear you to your new place
with gladness; that the earth shall find her release from the stringent hold of evil. You shall account
for your transgressions. You are to be pilfered from the earth by the host who will come as thieves
in the night and once you are eradicated the light will once again dawn on this brilliant creation of
Michael.

Lucifer your very comrade and leader who contaminated that which was created in purity is NO
MORE. Do you hear? He cannot help you now. He has returned to places unknown for he chose
the penalty of un creation. Think about that. Will you follow him into non existence?

Prepare for we are poised and ready to stop the clocks.
Uriel
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The Present- Mother Nebadonia
By Nebadonia thru Hazel
# 172 Dec 28, 2011

Given Christmas Day, 2011
I am Mother Nebadonia, the Mother Spirit or Universal Mother in union with Michael of Nebadon. I
come at this most promising time to bestow a divine gift to you; an offering. It is an unlikely gift and
one that you will never expect or perhaps willingly ask for. So that there be no doubt, this offering
is for those who live behind the curtain of untruth and dismal reality. It is time however to render
again that which has been offered many times before. I am uncertain as to the numbers who will
accept it for want of belief BUT I offer it anyway. It is of no material substance and cannot be
bargained for or exchanged. Once you receive it you will assume responsibility for it. There is no
return element; but I assure you that once you accept it willingly you will never part from it because
you will become one with it.
Have I piqued your mortal interest? What indeed can the Mother offer you at this momentous time
in your earth’s evolutionary cycle? Ponder upon the ailing world you live in where the fabric of all
that is elementary is in upheaval. The hope that you ones hold in your hearts for change in the
physical world that you created remains very dim as your confidence in the powers to be have
been severely eroded.
However, there are ones who in their eternal optimism cannot face truth of the revolting
destruction that is a certainty should current dynamics be allowed to continue.
So what is this gift that I offer you? It is the timeless gift -FREEDOM. This gift is offered to those
who remain in bondage; who have been blinded by the clever ones without heart. MY children; yes
you are also MY children. WE your celestial custodians do weep for you as WE see you chained
and burdened by the lies of the deceivers.
This which I offer, you all crave but cannot yet comprehend. For you, freedom means freedom
from worries in the physical world. What WE offer is Freedom of your soul for it is only then that
the worries that assail you in your dimension can be mitigated. WE are not bargaining with you
beloveds. You have all but sold your souls to the dark forces who prey upon you. WE ask for
nothing in return; for when you are free in truth, you will in any event find your truth and return to
your light.
You dwell under heavy darkness now. It may appear that you have no control over this BUT you
do. You may not individually change the dynamics of what is materialising before and around you
but you could assume responsibility for your own freedom by resolving to be free and acting on
that consensus.
What is this freedom you may ask? It is the liberation of your mind from the control of the master
manipulators. If you don’t feel free in your mind it is because you are being controlled or influenced
by forces against you. You see dear ones the dark ones know who you truly are but most of you
don’t know who you are. They know that you bear the fragment of the divine and should the divine
in you be free to work, there will only be heaven on earth.
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So what they have done is to assert power over your senses that you have come to depend on,
and sway you into things and thoughts to make you forget your true selves. Your earth is in
bondage because you are in bondage. Do not delude yourselves into believing that you are
making the decisions. Many of the decisions being made are foisted upon you and your
programming has allowed a willing acceptance. Even those who are seeing truth feel powerless
and those who have the courage to act are cut down before their voices can be truly heard. There
is no denying however that a fraction of the world’s population have seen behind the curtain of lies
and are motivated to act. They are to be honoured for their attempts but will be unable to effect
any material change for they will not be allowed to.
So you might ask what is the benefit of this gift? Ah, if only the majority will understand the nature
of the times they will rise up to accept it. The gift of Freedom if accepted determines your next
placement. As free will is your god given choice you are free to say no to this gift. However, I
would think carefully about refusing it. Now this is not a gift you can accept for curiosity sake. It is
a gift of vast proportion as it impacts upon your soul. Even if you decide to accept it for the sake of
it, it will bear no fruit for you. Ponder about this in light of your times and be truthful with
yourselves. The fragrance of time is now sorely dimmed. Can you feel the stench of the old
leaving?
You who desire to be free will experience this feeling at the heart level and this must be actively
followed by a decision at the mind level. When this alignment occurs you will willingly accept this
gift and your guides will sweep down and open that cage and thus begins a union of divine
proportions which will guide you to a level beyond your current manifestation.
I now come as a dutiful Mother. I come now, for your earth place is to be imminently transformed
and those ready for transformation will benefit. A mother never leaves her children unguided but
will never resort to force. I will weep for those who reject this offering but will triumph with those
who accept it.
You cannot forever live in the realm of the physical; that which you need to be free of is mind
control so that your own divine mind can function as it was meant to. Only then will you be free of
what you perceive as physical limitations and issues that appear insurmountable.
I offer you this present boldly and bid you with love to accept it. The circle of the cycle bonds now
and the linear facility of time is being caged to allow for graduation. Where will you be?
Mother Nebadonia
--------------Candace: I did not read this until today. But last evening I posted something in my GLP post that
relates to it. What other people think of ME is None of MY Business. What is MY business, is
what I think of MYSELF. It is about standing in sovereignty. For until you DO that, you remain
enslaved to the mind control of the dark. You remain in the control of the manipulation of others.
Check http://abundanthope.net/pages/Candace_7/Posting-from-GLP-this-

evening.shtml
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Custodians of MY Light.
By Source thru Hazel
# 173 Dec 31, 2011

The Source.
I AM and therefore you are. You cannot be without ME. You are not without ME or apart from ME
save in your perception. I AM not the hidden part of you. I AM simply the invisible part, that which
holds the seed of your power. I AM that which gives you Light and creates light through you. You
are therefore all light. The light which I speak of bears no resemblance to the light created in your
outer world through mechanics. I cannot be switched on or off. I AM forever Light. I do not
malfunction or become defective. MY radiance is everlasting. There is nothing that can dim ME. I
resonate at the highest frequency.
I bestowed MYSELF to you through your creation. I AM within you. The light of life is within you;
not mortal life, for that is all transient in effect. I speak of the light of the soul; that which you are;
which bears the emblem of your Creator. The Creator marks HIS creation just as you may mark
your possessions so that you may know what belongs to you. You belong to ME as I created you
and therefore you bear MY signature, being the Light of Creation. I know you by your light, which
is MY own.
Light is the Life of your immortal soul. You are not disconnected from your soul. You are the soul.
The body is simply a mass of energy used by the soul to chart experiences so that it can assert its
mastery and innate power through the human form as it remembers who it is through a mortal
experience. Yet the soul power is not dominant unless the human trajectory allows for and
accommodates that higher association. You need only experience an offering of the soul to make
your decision.
Many who wholeheartedly embrace the offerings of the soul as an instinctive knowing are drawn to
the higher rays; yet there are many who cannot comprehend that which is not visual and therefore
rejects its existence and presence. There are those who become afraid of their own soul power as
it would redefine their thinking and demand changes to their comportment. This inherent fear has
become a widespread malady.
You see dear ones, what you need to understand is that you who do not know your soul are
motored by the lower mind which we shall call the ego mind. This is the distinct portion of you
responsible for your thoughts, reactions and creations. Once you are in the harness of this mind
this becomes your realm of comfort, and at all cost the ego will seek to protect itself. It is for you
not your ego to make the decision and come into higher understanding of who you are. You are
not your ego. Its life is short lived as is your mortal life. If you allow it to make your decisions, it will
serve only your physical dynamic in your physical world. If you can but for a moment set aside the
ego you may benefit from the revelations of your soul. Comfort and reassurance will replace the
bridge between you and your soul, for these are the resulting effects of the soul’s interaction.
Fear does not exist in the soul, only light and love and higher knowledge. Should you allow the
soul entrance, you will quickly discern the difference between the soul mind and the ego mind.
Allowing your soul entrance allows MY light to work within you and through you. It will be a gradual
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exercise in measure of your willingness to transform yourself through remembrance; that your
mortal life may reflect only that which you truly are and render a life that is fulfilling in every way.
Light transmutes and transforms all that is dark if only it is allowed entrance. You will come to
know the power of your light when you acknowledge it within yourself and allow its expression
through you. It is then that you will assume control of and over you life.
When you come into your light you have in fact come into MY light and with effort and time
investment you will begin to know ME as yourself. Illumination is a gradual process; so until you
can think, know, feel and behave in ONENESS, we will work in partnership so that MY light within
you is allowed more and more expression as you graduate in frequency. As your light quotient
increases, there will in time be no need for the vehicle of the physical body for you to continue
your journey.
You are custodians of MY light. How you treat that light is really your choice. Some ignore it totally;
others pay it short shrift, whilst few fully embrace it and work in harmony with it for their highest
good. These are the ones who use MY light in service to others. They know that light is never to
be hidden but to be shared. They recognise the Oneness in all things and seek to help others find
their inner light and shine it forth in the world. Dear ones you must comprehend that your outer
world is a reflection of your inner world. If your inner world is dark then your outer world shall also
be dark.
Seek always to keep your inner world in light which spells harmony, and your outer world will be
so mirrored. Your light is the precious jewel gifted to you upon your birth. You were meant to keep
that jewel shining in its original incandescence and wear it as a powerful garment. It was never
meant to be buried under worldly things and be forgotten. You children seek always grand jewels
to wear on your body and wealth that will provide extravagant living. You proudly display outer
remnants of wealth which shines without any significance or value. It is temporal and banal. It
cannot empower YOU, only your ego that simply cannot be satiated. These outer effects will earn
you no spiritual glory or everlasting joy. It retards your growth as you become more and more
consumed by your need for material effects. These things do not in truth exist. They are things that
will be cast aside when you leave this dimension of experience. I AM not saying that you should
not create abundance in your life but be weary that you know the difference between abundance
and avarice.
To those of you who have courageously chosen the light you must be steadily vigilant lest you
become distracted by the world around you and allow infiltration. As custodian of MY Light you
must make the decisions that are in the highest interest of that Light; for it is only then that MY
light can work for you. Should you lose your footing and fall apart then who is to tend to the light?
It is your divine responsibility to tend that light until you become one with that Light and know
yourself only as LIGHT.
Beloveds, I know only too well how easy it is to fall prey to a diseased world where the malaise
spreads and creates a disconnect between you and that Light. It is for you see this and know it
and take every step possible to preserve the Light; for it is truly this Light that will become your
vehicle for escape from the outer world where unreality, suffering and grief abounds.
If you tend to this Light, this Light will tend to you. This Light will preserve your sanity and enable
you to transcend the lower vibrations as it powers you to higher understanding and frequency.
This Light will resurrect you time and time again if needs be. As you come to know this Light you
will know its transformative value and will learn to use it for your highest good. Every choice will
then be engendered by this Light. It does not mean that the world around you ceases to exist or
that the problems go away. It simply means that you are able to see it all through the magnifying
Light which shows truth and purpose in the experience.
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I AM THE LIGHT WITHIN YOU AND I AM THE LIGHT IN YOUR WORLD. I ADMONISH THAT
THIS LIGHT IS TO BE REVERED THROUGH ACKNOWLEDGEMNT FOLLOWED BY WILLING
APPLICATION. HOW WILL YOU CARE FOR THIS LIGHT? THE EFFORT OF PRESERVING
AND PROTECTING THIS LIGHT CANNOT BE MEASURED. THE CHOICE YOU MAKE WILL
IMPACT THE WORLD YOU CREATE. WHAT IS YOUR VISION FOR YOUR WORLD?
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Twelve Responsibilities of Mastery
By Hazel's Friend
# 174 Jan 17, 2012

Dear friends
A friend of mine sent me this and I thought to share it with you all. It contains a wealth of very
useful and truthful guidance; that if we are able to incorporate in our lives will assist us in our
spiritual evolution.
Incorporating these things into your daily life will allow you to bring in the higher levels of
frequency that are required for DNA Activation and will also allow you to achieve true spiritual and
material mastery. I believe that it was created by someone from the Melchizedek order
I will encourage you to express your views on what is contained below.
Love and Light
Hazel

Twelve Responsibilities of Mastery
Study the 12 Responsibilities of Mastery, make an affirmation meditation out of them, and try to
make them your way of life.
1) Self-Actualization: Freedom from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be
accountable for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of intended learning from the
personal Consciousness/DNA Template.
2) Self-sovereignty: Freedom from the need for approval from, or the need to rebel against any
form of "external authority" through understanding that you, as a manifestation of the God Spirit,
have the ability to create personal freedom without violating the spiritual rights of others and
without allowing others to violate your spiritual rights of being.

3) Self Containment: Taking personal responsibility for, and realizing that at all times you are
accountable for, DIRECTING PERSONAL ENERGIES. There is no one or no thing that "upsets
you" and thus justifies or validates ANY personal spiritual misuse of reaction, idea, intention or
action; YOU "upset yourself" by allowing the emotional body to follow misperceptions of the mental
body that tell you your power lies outside of yourself. At any moment you can CHOOSE what
words, associations and ideas you will use as the filters through which you interpret an event.
"UPSET", "MAD", HURT" or any other category of labeling (conscious or subconscious) are all
MENTAL BODY FILTERS that direct emotional and physical body function.
The self contained individual recognizes that at all times the freedom of interpretation
exists, and thus a "negative" experience and its associated dis-harmonic energies of
"upset" feelings can only exist as a personal interpretation of events. Accepting any less
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responsibility for the direction of personal energies will place you directly into the Victim-Victimizer
"Blame Game", which can only take place among people who are placing their personal power
and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources. Only you have the power to "upset
yourself"; regardless of what others say or do, you are fully entitled to your own interpretation. No
one and no thing has the power to upset you unless you give this power away.
Self containment comes when one recognizes that the direction of personal energies--physical,
emotional and mental (ideas, beliefs, labels, interpretations), conscious and subconscious, is an
attainable level of personal master and exists as an implied responsibility that comes with the gift
of free will choice. The more responsible you become, the greater freedom and personal
empowerment you will know.
4) Self Discipline: Accepting responsibility for directing personal energies toward, rather than in
opposition to, the outcomes you desire to experience. The physical, mental and emotional bodies
have long been directed by the subconscious forces of the hidden "shadow", creating within us
urges, reactions, thoughts, impulses, perceptions and feelings that often work counter to the life
creations we desire to manifest. Part of spiritual mastery entails teaching ourselves to be
consciously diligent in observing our own minds, emotions and physical body-talk, so that
we may employ conscious redirection of subconscious shadow energies that run on "autopilot".
If we learn to "catch ourselves" when "negative" thought patterns or emotions run through us, we
can use that moment of recognition to reclaim this errant energy and consciously use the power of
affirmative attitude, remedial word choice and direct energy-re-direction to direct opposing
energies of the self into fulfillment of desired constructive, spiritually mature creations. It takes self
discipline to become the "Lion Tamer" of the often roaring subconscious mind, but we do have the
intrinsic power to help our subconscious shadow to evolve through loving but firm redirection, into
a "cuddly lap cat" that will gladly join us in our constructive co-creations.
Self-discipline emerges when we consistently remind ourselves to employ the "Spiritually Correct"
thought, action or attitude, even if we don't "feel like it" when the shadow sneaks up from "down
under". The shadow parts of self surface so that we may see, these parts of self come to the
conscious mind for healing, through which the conscious mind itself learns greater attributes of
mastery.
5) Self Love: It is our own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of
Divine Spirit that moves through us at every moment; genuine love must come from within, and
can only come through genuine spiritual connection to the eternal God-self and its inherent
connection to all creation. If we seek love "on the outside" in order to fulfill a personal loneliness or
lack within, we enter relationships as "energy vampires"; we are seeking a substitute for our
personal God-Force connection through tapping into the God-Force embodied within other people
or beings.
This is not "LOVE", it is "NEED", which implies the "LACK" of something essential, which in turn
implies a limited personal connection to God-Source Universal Consciousness. Such lack cannot
be filled by external "love", it can only be filled by recognizing the God within you, and thus
recognizing that you are a living embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized you will
HAVE the greatest love of all--God Love, and from this Position of Divine Power, you can go into
the world seeking those too whom you can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom
you can "get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give joyfully,
knowing that anything you might need can be made manifest through the Love of the active God
Force that you carry inside yourself. Self Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity.
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6) SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY: It is our absolute responsibility to chose to act with spiritual integrity at
all times; there is no excuse to knowingly violate the spiritual rights of others, regardless of how
poorly they may react to you. Spiritual Integrity requires that we begin to LOOK AT what we are
REALLY doing in the way we live our lives. Do our eating habits violate the plant, animal or Earth
kingdoms? Do our choices of words and actions show respect for other people and other life
forms? Do we "play the survival of the fittest" lack-game to give ourselves an excuse for unethical
behaviors in money matters, such as showing our silent rebellion against the government by trying
to "cheat" on taxes, or by "showing up" a fellow employee at work to prove you are more worthy
and thus more entitled to favor?
Do you "tell people what they want to hear" in order to gain their approval and support, even if it is
not fully true and does not reflect your
personal needs or feelings? Do you try to "get others to do your share" as far as work or
responsibilities? Do you use erroneous excuses such as race, gender, creed, academic or
economic status to justify disrespectful, exploitative or unkind treatment of others?
Spiritual Integrity requires that we take a good hard, FREQUENT look at how we conduct our
lives, face the areas of activity in which we are performing in less than spiritually congruent ways,
and employ active commitment and discipline to bring these areas of our lives into Spiritual
Integrity.
One does not "get through the gates of Heaven" (or anywhere else desirable) through using
excuse for not employing GENUINE, not feigned, Spiritual Integrity. Cultivating spiritual integrity is
a major responsibility on the path of spiritual mastery, and the way the universe works, you "can't
leave home without it"... meaning that there is a biological reality of spiritual integrity that manifests
chemically within the DNA as a result of that state and focus of your consciousness; if you do not
possess a sufficient amount of consciousness bearing spiritual integrity, neither will your
DNA Template, and though you might be able to "pull the wool over the eyes of others",
your own biology will be your task master ... for passage through stargates requires a
sufficient amount of chemically encoded spiritual integrity of consciousness.
7) APPRECIATION: Our present society continually teaches us to "want more", "need more", "be
more", "do more" etc.... we are constantly influenced to perceive what is lacking in order to
motivate us to buy more, work more, pay more taxes and be "good little consumer sheep". Very
rarely do we stop to think about all that we DO have ... beginning with the gift of Life and mental
free will choice. Through this disoriented perceptual filter we can cultivate a full-blown mutation of
mental consciousness, in which we begin to believe that "we are entitled", that "someone OWES
us" (GOD, the Universe, our parents, spouse, children, employer, government, etc....). Once we
fall into the "You OWE me" mind trap, we set ourselves up for continuing self-created frustration,
as we place unrealistic and untrue expectations upon life, others and ourselves, and can then get
mighty angry or hurt when we find the universe doesn't conform to our imagined "pictures".
No one OWES us anything ... if we feel we are "owed", then we are entertaining LACK
CONSCIOUSNESS ... a void within the self is being recognized. If we give to another in order to
RECEIVE for ourselves (such as do banks, and often parents or "lovers"...), and the other does
not "pay back" what we expected to receive, we may feel cheated, "taken advantage of", or
"owed". Perhaps instead such situations emerge in our lives as lessons to teach us that
giving should be done for the GIVING ALONE, and not for the expected return.
If we give what we desire to give, for the joy of giving, we do not feel owed ... if we live for the joy
of living, without forcing our demands or expectations upon life, we will not feel that "life has short
changed us" .... It matters not what your neighbor possesses, and in comparing ourselves to each
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other to see how we "measure up", continually distracts us from seeing and utilizing the blessings
that are our own.
If we can work to cultivate the ability to APPRECIATE even the smallest of gifts, blessings and
gestures, we will begin to create a life that is at least "half full, instead of half empty". In terms of
universal physics, what you focus your attention upon expands, and what you resist persists, and
what you do not give the energy of appreciation toward will eventually de-manifest itself right out of
your experience.
When you approach the world through the chosen filter of genuine GIVING, you are "being an
electrical transmitter", sending energy out to the word around you. When you release electrical
energy in this way, you personally become "more magnetic", as the sending out of energy creates
magnetic vortices within the Diodic Grid of your Kathara anatomy. The "magnetized" Diodic points
then draw in more universal energy supply, at a higher frequency and quality than the expressed
energy, to re-fill the energy void created by the "giving".
When you approach the word with the attitude of "getting", this natural physics process becomes
inverted; the more you try to "pull" energy from the outside world, the more your energy becomes
"stuck" in the Diodic Grid as miasms. The miasms progressively reduce the quantity and lower the
frequency of the natural energies you can internally draw from the universal supply. Giving, even
in its simplest form of giving appreciation, keeps the natural energy flow moving. So whatever you
give out will return to you amplified (this works in reverse as well, however; give goodness, you get
more goodness in return.)
Give out bad attitude, ego arrogance and "garbage", and more of this will return flow your way.
Appreciate what you have, LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can be known,
and know that in the act of genuine appreciation itself you will set loose the powers of manifesting
more of what you desire and less of the illusion of lack. The "Universe Owes Me" mind trip is one
of the most powerful self-sabotage games in the world ...trade it in for consistent appreciation and
your world will progressively expand to hold the reality of the things you most desire.
If you feel put upon by the world, and resentful for having your desires unmet, YOU OWE
YOURSELF SOMETHING! ... A greater understanding of the nature of creation and better use of
your personal power within the life creation game. SAY THANK YOU to the GOD FORCE more
often ... to help yourself remember what things you have to appreciate, and many more of the kind
will be sent along your way.)
8) Patience: The God Force has its own schedule! We can either acknowledge this intrinsic reality
of manifestation and choose to work co-creatively with the God-spirit within, trusting that together
you and the universe will create the perfect "Divine Right Timing" (and if that isn't "Right NOW",
there IS a very good reason for this). Or you can let the ego self try to force its will upon the
intrinsic nature of time. If time does not cooperate with your expectations, you can "let that be OK,
and trust in Divine Right Timing", or you can progressively frustrate yourself with attachment to the
artificial time of clocks, and choose to believe that you cannot have what you desire just because it
does not appear when you demand.

If we learn to relax, and realize that most things we desire we can indeed achieve in Divine Right
Time and Order, we can learn to work co-creatively with the consciousness of time, and find that it
will progressively better conform to our wishes when we ASK nicely, rather than DEMAND, and
when we trust the universal God spirit to do its part in our co-creation. Patience is a virtue that
reflects our comprehension of the nature of Universal Order.
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9) Kindness: Like Respect, kindness is a birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and
misunderstood. When we approach the world through genuine kindheartedness, sending love and
respect to all of creation in honor of the God Force that lives within all things, we are again,
transmitting electrical energy of a higher frequency, that will follow the mechanics of universal
physics to bring more of like kind back to us through universal back flow.

Kindness is a gift we must first give to ourselves in order to have it to give to others. Kindness
implies being concerned and caring toward the needs, feelings and desires of both the self and
others, and to express in action, attitude and intention this concern. Give to yourself random acts
of kindness, then pass along the gift to all who cross your way. Try being kind to the mean and
grouchy neighbor, and you may help them rediscover the ability to smile. Treat all things with
kindness and you are demonstrating that you acknowledge their intrinsic value as manifestations
of the God Force, and you will find quite often the God Force lovingly returns the favor.

10) Conservation: Conservation is a form of respect and appreciation for the God Force energy in
all of its expression, from conserving and protecting our natural resources, to being attentive to the
needs of our bodies, to using the energies of our words and actions with gentle conservation by
which we freely use what is needed, but not more. The God Force continually recycles its energies
for the rebirth of new expression; all is given freely, but no thing is valueless or wasted.
Conservation demonstrates that we have respect and appreciation for the gift of creative energy
that God has to us provided, and as we learn to use this energy, in all its forms, with respect and
clear intention, we will progressively fine tune our ability to create what we desire, while assisting
all other kingdoms to simultaneously do the same. There is truth in the old saying "Waste Not,
Want Not" ... if everything we perceive in our hologram of life is understood to be the manifestation
of personal God Force energy that it IS, we might all employ a bit more respect, appreciation and
conservation toward the use and applications of the energies of the Divine.

11) Cooperation/Diplomacy: Existence is and will always be a co-creative endeavor. We must be
willing to allow other beings the fulfillment of their needs and desires if we hope to have our
fulfillment known. Creating "Win-Win" situations is the natural way of being; creating with the
intention of GIVING genuinely. We might not always agree with the intended creations of others,
and we all have a right to our points of view.
Diplomacy can be a bridge between forces of opposition, through which effective actions or
decisions can be reached to mutually support each perspective. We CAN learn to agree to
disagree respectfully, so the Spiritual Art of Co-operative Co-creation can progressively evolve to
higher levels of expression.

12) Sense: Learning to identify and appropriately apply both "Common Sense" and the
"Uncommon Sense" of spiritual knowing will allow us to establish the greatest balance of energy
expression within all aspects of our lives.
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You are- Abundant
By Hazel's Higher Self
# 175 Jan 22, 2012

Abundance is your natural state. It is the rhythm allocated to you through the birth of your soul.
You need simply to know this and seek within yourself the wealth of you. This wealth is your
governance.

Yet in human format the ability to conceive this truth is elusive as it has become natural for you to
seek that which is external to yourself in the form of acquisitions which you project as ‘abundance’.
What you know as abundance is typically what you can see and own.

You cannot comprehend the subtle truth that you are All and in that All-ness there is no vestige of
paucity or lack.
As you gently meander through the soul’s evolutionary cycle, you will gradually come into
remembrance and acceptance of your natural form. It is the indigenous part of you that has no
ending. During the course of your myriad journeys through the evolutionary worlds of time and
space, you will at some point achieve the alchemy of wholeness. It takes men many many
lifetimes to realise and know that they are ALL, and experience the All-ness beyond an intellectual
comprehension through mergence with the Divine mind. In that state they simply ‘are’ and in need
of nothing.

Until such time, it is advocated that you re-programme your thinking of dearth into one of
abundance by initiating within yourself the knowledge that you cannot be anything but abundant
through the presence of the divine within you. Your soul was created in perfection and it is through
this perfection that you derive the abundance of your CREATOR.

If you are able to accept this rationale and begin to know that it is who you are then your vision will
be inspired by this knowing. In other words you will begin to see through the eyes of abundance
and think without limitation; as that which is abundant has not limit.

The use of the term abundance in your realm tends to have a material or possessory connotation.
Yet this is invariably a very limited view point. Creation itself is abundant in divine energy and your
planet in herself has much natural abundance birthed through the Creator’s mind. Yet rarely in
your world is the panoramic view taken of abundance beyond a personal agenda. You cannot
know what abundance is unless you come to know yourself and experience every facet of you as
a divine entity.

You hold the power within you as abundant beings to create abundance in your outer world. You
can also create whatever abundance you desire in your personal world. What you create should
inevitably reflect you. Through life’s experiences abundant lessons can be learnt from the soul’s
perspective through what you may term unpleasant or painful circumstances. Many of these
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adverse circumstances are meant to yield lessons that will enable the participant/s in the
experience to find or gravitate closer to the God within. This is a step which harmonises their
thinking with one that is closer to their true nature. It is from this point that an understanding of
God and themselves will be birthed.

Need is an indicator of lack and lack is an indicator of perceived un wholeness. It is therefore a
change in perception which is mandatory, for you to begin to manifest abundance in all areas of
your life. All power lies within you and it for you to utilise and direct that power in a way that
creates abundance. The power of you lies in your mind; and therefore the re programming of the
mind is necessary so that you begin to project thoughts of abundance because it is who you are.
Should you be lacking in confidence, self esteem, self belief or faith, then your creations cannot
yield abundance and neither will you attract abundance.

You need also to rid yourselves of the programming of poverty consciousness and become more
aligned with the abilities, qualities and essence of Christ consciousness. In a state of Christ
consciousness you will only know abundance.
The reality of your 3rd dimensional world is that abundance has been associated with financial
gains or what you tem money. Indeed as a ‘thing’ it can provide material wealth and trappings
related thereto. Yet not everyone has abundance YET everyone is abundant. True abundance
does not know lack because it is balanced on that fulcrum of equality. True abundance does not
exist in your physical world.

Is there any ill or evil in having or wanting to have money? The answer is simply NO? It is the use
of that money and the means used to acquire it that matters. If money is a staple in your structures
and is necessary for living, then to shun it in its entirety would not be wise. In fact you cannot
currently survive without it. Most activities revolve around it. How much you desire depends on
your personal needs and wants. It is a means to an end not an end in itself. It is a mechanism for
physical survival; and for the soul to have its journey and experience in your world, money is a
necessity at this time.

Many do not appreciate that in past lives and through genetic coding they have brought the id of
poverty consciousness with them into this incarnation. Many have take vows of poverty in various
life times and made unsavoury oaths that have affected their journey, choices and abilities to
create and attract abundance in this life time. Opportunities that will lead to abundance in various
avenues or their lives cannot manifest due to these energetic blockages.

You are not POOR beings. You are spiritually wealthy divine souls who lack nothing and embody
everything. As such you must exude the energy of abundance through the knowing of this and
manifest it in your thinking. You often blame others or circumstances for holding you back. No one
is responsible for you but you. It is your inability to see abundance on your path that keeps you
stuck in a mire of lack and need.

It is indeed not easy to de programme eons of false programming. Yet if you are committed to
working on yourselves you will each be able to source the root of your beliefs and begin the
process of healing and re-programming,
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Money is not necessarily evil; it is used for evil devices and acquired often though evil means. It
does not carry a high vibration but serves a purpose. Man in his infancy is not yet ready to part
with it; for he in general lacks a higher understanding and vision beyond the physical dimension. If
you seek abundance in money then you can attract it or manifest it to serve your physical needs
BUT always remember that there must be balance in all things.

Abundance does not mean excess- it means fullness and All-ness. It is all encompassing. In your
abundance always must you seek to share and that includes, of yourself through service.

Abundance must breed humility in being and humility in sharing. It is not ornate in outlook. It is
simply radiant.

When spirituality underpins your life and higher thinking is your level of intelligence, you will
embrace your abundant nature without embarrassment and will be able to attract in abundance all
you seek in your physical world; for what you seek shall always be in balance and for the sharing
or giving.
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Learn to win the battle without creating a war
By Hazel's Higher Self
# 176 Mar 23, 2012

The lassitude which bewails life on your planet at the moment creates an inner disturbance that
has manifested itself into an outer reality. The activities which are currently playing out in your
world are a semblance only of the greater defeat ones are experiencing within. It is the sense of
hopelessness felt by many as to the out workings of those in authority, that have lead to a rising
up in arms to rebel against worldly injustices. Yet you have not been privy to truth; the panoramic
viewpoint remains impossible due to lack of truth given to the public. It is beyond doubt however
that the spirits of many are becoming alive to the workings of those who are cloistered in the remit
of darkness. There is much more awareness now than there has been in the past. This is due to
the transformational age that now besieges all.

The outer expressions of hopelessness and anger in various parts of your world have resulted in
heinous acts of homicide to counter the ‘interference’, and widespread decapitation of the human
value system which first and foremost should show reverence for life.

Battles are initiated within the psyche of men and women. It is polarity, or perceptions thereof that
create the distinct battle lines. It is the shadow selves as aspects of ego mind which orchestrate
disunity as they replicate their character most disingenuously through your thoughts and inner
creations that you become controlled by their essence. Consider them the ghosts of that which
does not truly exist but that which haunts you as they malign your thinking into baser elements and
create distortions in your ability to discern truth.

If you are living in a state of inner discomfort through your mental projections or emotional
reactions due to ‘instant perceptions’, know that the shadow self might be at work. This
interference taints truth and disallows you from thinking with your natural wisdom. You can ill
afford to ignore the signs and must be able to recognise the creator source of your inner battles.
Inner battles if not contained and treated can result in long term debilitating psychological trauma
as control is lost over self.

During the course of your many incarnations you develop personas that play themselves out
through programming. Some are inherited genetically or simply assumed through current
experiences. You give credit to these aspects through your projections and behaviour. They recur
with constancy and can create inner havoc which manifests itself though choices and actions
which may not be in your highest interest or those of others.
Inner battles must be capped before ‘psychological’ warfare ensues. Education in truth if accepted
can cause a reversal; for when you can diagnose the cause and apply the solution then you can
contain and mitigate the harmful effects of the inner battle.
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I want to take you back to the individual. Within each there can be several battles raging
simultaneously. This is due to irreconcilable thinking and inner conflict derived from perceptions
and interpretations of something that is, or someone who is acting counter to their interest. Anger,
frustrations, perceived inabilities to comprehend, joy, sadness and feelings of hopelessness all
clamour for superiority within the mind. These mental reactions have become a part of the make
up of individuals who simply reflect these attitudes depending on their view of outer
circumstances. Confusion is birthed in this cataclysm of inner activity. This inner battle transcends
the individual consciousness to affect the greater consciousness, starting with those with whom
the individual interacts.

What few are able to digest is that the battle is created through the exercise of an independent
will. In other words it is a choice made either at the unconscious or conscious level. Healing must
therefore take place at both levels in order that unity through positive thought and application
prevail. Winning the battle within will provide clearer perspectives, augment your ability to attain
control over self and pre-empt the battle from escalating into an insidious war.

How do you effectively deal with the battle? You identify the belief or programme which creates or
augments it and you address it. It requires honesty to face yourself and then courage to find a way
to relieve yourself of the burden, which causes the battle. When you can ‘will’ something for your
highest good, the way shall be opened to allow for fulfilment. You must recognise individually that
each affects the whole and the more you hold on to negative beliefs or programmes which run
counter to truth, you infect the mass consciousness.

I will now address battles at the macrocosmic level of the politico-socio dynamic. Battles are
engendered by ‘need’ or 'needs' which proclaim very clearly, perceptions of lack- predominantly
what I will term a ‘security deficit’- lacking in security or ‘sovereignty deficit’- lacking in
empowerment.

The need for control in the outer existence is multiplied by pungent desires to outdo others in order
to retain supremacy. Division is key as the parameters of the battle ground are defined throughout
layers in society. For the most part many of the battles are concealed with the use of diplomacy
but is nevertheless prevalent and conspicuous for those who can see. Division has become so
ingrained in your accepted social and political structures that it is the norm. It is only when the
battles escalate into full blown wars that attention is truly given. Had the battles been contained
through the application of wisdom, fairness and balanced thought, wars will not be created.

Once a war begins a victor must be crowned; for that is the natural trajectory of war. Victory in
your ‘enterprising’ world is achieved through war. So to win the battle you create wars. The effects
of wars are experienced long after death of the mortal body. Those experiences are encoded in
the cell memory of the spirit/soul affected or exposed to the trauma of wars; and upon a
subsequent incarnation they will return with it to seek to clear themselves of the effects; which
becomes another layer to inhibit the soul’s light from finding its force.

Wars create layers upon layers of negative karma or energy for many, and debilitate the innocent
ones in a way that can affect soul growth. Many will bring fears and angers over in subsequent life
times without comprehending the root cause. It is simply past life memories resurfacing. These
can hamper the flow of life. Much healing is then required before the affected individual can begin
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to live in harmony again.

Wars exacerbate division, disunity, disharmony and discord; all of which are counter to the Divine
will. Man has much to learn in the way of balance.
For the sake of individual soul progression and the planet’s ascension man must learn to contain
or win the battles he creates without instigating wars.
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The Church is One Foundation
By Papa Source and Hazel Melchizedek
# 177 Apr 9, 2012

Dear Friends
I wrote this piece with Papa Source and my higher self. This was done before 'The New Religon'
Love and Light
Hazel
The Church is One Foundation
The church is more than a physical structure whether it is called Church, Temple, Mosque,
Synagogue etc. The foundation is that which is Divine, of God.
The Church is meant to be the foundation of all God’s truth, values, virtues, qualities attributes and
laws. It represents the body of God which embraces all without distinction or discrimination as the
body of God represents the Oneness of ALL.
There is only One God; there is One Body; there is One Church whatever you choose to call that
church and there is One foundation.
The Father has said to me ‘You (meaning man on earth) have made the Church, Temples,
Mosque and Synagogues a place of worship; yet I say to you that you are the temple; you
being the body of God are the temple where God resides. The foundation of the Church
starts with you’
The Church has been institutionalised but God is not an institution and cannot be institutionalised
or limited. HE is sacred energy that is limitless in HIS eternalness.
The Father has said to me: ‘The body of God is not divided and therefore should you wish your
Church to reflect God then there should be no division amongst churches. In God’s kingdom there
is no separation and therefore the Church must condone only unity. In the body of God there is no
inferiority or superiority; no part is better than the other and none chosen above the other. There is
only oneness.
Each religion has created its own ‘church’ to reflect the dogmas and doctrine of its
respective beliefs. In God’s kingdom there is only truth. Truth cannot be believed; it must
be known. Truth is the Religion of God and God’s truth will not always be confined to what is
recorded on paper but must be discovered through mortal experience through the union of the
individual with God. The Church is the holder of All truth but the Church I speak of is not the
creation of man but the creation of God through the soul of man. There rests the seat of God’s
church’.
If the Church is One foundation, all churches should share the same truth if they intend to
represent the ONE and ONLY God’
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Should each come into the understanding of what this means then should you stand in unity in a
place of physical orientation, there will be your church. Likewise should you congregate in the
structure labeled Church, there too shall be your church. The Church of God is where you are,
should you rest in unity within the understanding and light of who you are. You must recognise that
the Church in reality can never be a physical structure for the physical holds no reality.
Should you choose to embrace all that is real, then I ask that you see ‘ALL’ within you and yourself
within ‘ALL’ and you will know that there is only one foundation for there is only One God who is
ALL.
The Church is One foundation
In wholeness and accord
There is no separation
For each is part of God
HIS body can’t be broken
Yet all in HIM is free
United through the God mind
HIS Church will ever be
The Church is One foundation
One Light, One love in All
Each soul is in dominion
Their birthright to recall
Through resurrected Christ light
Their vision to repair
And knowledge to inspire
God’s Church to be revered.

The Church is One foundation
On which each life is built
The brotherhood of mankind
God’s purpose to fulfil
HIS kingdom to establish
On earth through minds and hearts
HIS light ever to burnish
HIS Church ordained to rise.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
In video:

http://youtu.be/hvJwiRXdzow
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THE NEW RELIGION
By The Creator of ALL That Is.
Thru Hazel Mechizedek
# 178 Apr 9, 2012

The religions in your world are man made and find their premise on age old renditions of those
who came before as divine emissaries to teach and reveal the word of God. God sent many of his
ones to bring enlightenment through the spoken word yet seldom were the teachings recorded
accurately; and have been tampered with by those responsible for its translations and
dissemination. The words are barely recognisable to the ones who gave them initially. Always was
the word given in a way to inspire understanding yet seldom were they understood. God therefore
continues to send his messengers to repeat the word and to render further truths through various
projections so man's understanding might be reached in measure to grasp the truth.

Thus throughout the ages men of authority took it upon themselves to distill doctrines from what
was taught and convert them into teachings to be religiously followed by those who became
followers. Religions therefore have become manifestations of beliefs and doctrines
crystallised in records which bear not the original thoughts or natural words but
condensed and re interpreted versions.
Man made religions are ‘tradition based’, finding their credibility in those who hold themselves out
as authority for the beliefs and teachings espoused by the religion. They are sectarian in nature
and appeal to the minds of men through the use of symbols, ceremony and established creeds.

Those who subscribe to the religions of tradition find security in the chosen system of beliefs which
provide directives for living. Religion plays a supportive and crucial role in the lives of these ones
whose experience in mortal form is underpinned by the dated beliefs and doctrines taught to them.
It has become a safety net for many who wholeheartedly accept them as truth without any
personal input or experience of what they tend to follow.

There exist truth in the some of the teachings espoused by each religion and you may even find
some common ground amongst them; yet they do not represent the whole truth. God often spoke
to the readiness of the mind of the receivers. As messenger after messenger was sent, greater
truths were revealed to accord with the receptivity of man and his abilities to comprehend; and
what was taught before was projected in new and revealing ways.

The reality is that traditional religion has capsulated truth of what is recalled and projects it as a
Gospel. I say to you that the gospel as given is incomplete and erroneous in many ways. Those
who seek truth will not find it wholeheartedly in the realms of traditional religion but must seek it
elsewhere. Man’s understanding of religion has become an inherited one, as he assents to what is
placed before him as a bestowal of truth.
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Those born into religious families will be conditioned by the precepts of that particular religion
without a choice. Those who are independent minded will however grow in awareness and be led
to seek beyond the mainstream to find his truth.

What really is religion? Your religion should be your way of life. Religion should therefore
be a way of life or living. Where does life exist? Is it not in the spirit which is eternal? If
religion is a way of life and there exist life only in spirit; then should not man’s religion be
the way of spirit instead of a proliferation of sects espousing various dogmas without
knowledge of truth of spirit.
If man is to find God through ‘a religion’ and God is pure spirit, then surely the way to God is
through the knowledge and experience of spirit. Religion should be a way of life founded on
spiritual truths discovered by each individual on his/her mortal journey. The revelations of spirit
through the temporal experience enable man to discover and know the presence of God within
himself and to feel the divine presence within him and as part of him. The religion of spirit will
reveal to man his oneness with God whilst the traditional religion teaches of a God who is over,
beyond and above his children.

A new religion has been dawning for some time now and many have found their religion in
spirit and in so doing have discovered God within themselves and many are choosing to
exercise their free will choice to manifest the presence of God through their mortal journey.

It is the discovery of God within and the choice to manifest HIM that will initiate the career of the
ascending mortal. The spirit of God within inspires man to a higher understanding and will provide
insight into realities of the life and ways of spirit. Man is then able to express God’s ways in his
living as the fruits of the spirit become the values by which his life is moulded. He will come to
know and grow into his moral worthiness as he embraces the light of God within himself and
became drawn to all that light offers instead of being motivated by guilt and fear to uphold the
values of God.

The religion of spirit is revelatory in character. One of its greatest revelations is the existence of
God’s love in man’s immortal soul. Man will come to know God’s love and will know love as God
and God as love; and eventually know God as himself and himself as love. He will in his search for
truth discover that love is all there is and God being love means that God is all there is and in that
knowing there will flow awareness that man and God are one. In spite of what man’s senses
perceive, man will discover that there is no separation. As he begins to know God and feel HIS
presence within himself, he will eventually know the wholeness of love and he will develop the
ability to manifest God’ s love.

Inherited or traditional religion may teach about love and even provide directives on how man
should love but this will be no more than an intellectual understanding based on mind awareness
rather than spirit awareness. To know, to understand, to experience, to have, to hold, to retain, to
live and to express love you must feel unified with God’s love that dwells within. It is only through
the experiences you have on your mortal journey that this unfolding can occur.
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True religion therefore cannot be taught but must be discovered through the mortal experience
combined with the motivation to seek truth. It is only then that man will come into remembrance of
who he is, as this awareness must dawn from within, so that he may be bonded to the experience
and know the revealed truth and remain unmoved by what others tell him is truth, whether or not it
be so.

Man has taken this mortal journey to have an experience through which he will discover himself
and in so doing experience a release of his faith. This faith shall be the rope which leads him to
the pinnacle of himself, should he be able to retain hold of it. Faith when discovered through
experience will become the inevitable accessory that will facilitate attainment. What man begins to
know through spirit revelation must be anchored in his faith lest he falters when the exigencies of
life threatens the foundation of his knowledge.

The religion of spirit will always work through inner discovery; and this perpetuates a feeling of
certainty and allows for that feeling of security that within you lies all that you seek.

The religions of your times are outdated and static in many ways. It pre empts the fresh winds
from passing through the minds of its followers that real discoveries and revelations of spirit may
be enjoyed. It numbs the minds of followers and curtails their freedom to question and explore
beyond the projected ‘Gospel’. It holds on to what has been rewritten from generation to
generation as truth. It seeks to convert and dominate through authority rather than liberate. It
keeps its followers stuck in paradigms and practices that do not field spiritual growth. It breeds
differences between sects and superiority of one’s belief or doctrines over another. It teaches love
and tolerance yet is marked by division and disunity.

It deals in the finite; being that which is recorded as Gospel from cover to cover of a ‘book’ without
an appreciation that God in HIS infiniteness cannot be limited by words on paper and cannot be
experienced through the written word. The existence of God, the goodness of God the reality of
God cannot be derived from what someone else tells you or what is recorded. It is to be
discovered through myriad, vibrant mortal experiences. Indeed man must intellectually
comprehend God’s processes and the science of creation but to know God in spirit man must
experience him from within. Man cannot experience God through his outer senses but through his
inner faculties that bear knowing.
The religion of spirit offers freedom, the ability to retain one’s sovereignty, control over
one’s life, impetus to seek truth of God and self and the ecstasy in discovering the depth
and breadth or spirit’s knowledge .

A religion based on spirit will unify the hearts of men through the love of God and provide the
knowing that God is individualised within each and therefore each has identical God presence
within. It does not dictate or decide what one should believe for it thrives on progressive
revelations. It allows for experiential insights whilst it leads to a shared or common understanding
of the oneness and brotherhood of all, the sole destiny of the ascending mortal, the reality of the
ONE will, a determination to accede to that will and the realisation of self through service.
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The barriers that have long held MY children in bondage will be dissolved in the wake of the
ascension; for it is through this process that the spirit presence within each will find its resurrection
in truth.
Welcome home MY little ones for the spirit of truth within each of you will be awakened and in this
you will find your new religion.
THE NEW RELIGION, A.H.- VIDEO in different languages.
http://abundanthope.net/pages/hazel/THE-NEW-RELIGION-A-H---VIDEO-in-differentlanguages.shtml
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The Light House Effect
CM thru Hazel
# 179 May 14, 2012

Many stormy nights lay ahead in the wake of thunderous change swimming toward the shore of
your planet. Many will grapple with the new temperatures and become tossed and turned in the
sea of uncertainty that will define their lives. They will need an anchor; a quiet place of refuge to
shield them from the whirlwinds and abrasive weather which shall burden the routine of their lives.
These are the ones who have no spiritual feet or whose tendency is to follow the leader/s. As they
find themselves bereft of leadership, they shall be seeking warmer waters to rest within as the tidal
energies rise, threatening to overcome all that they know.
This is the inevitability of that which awaits you. I will not leave MY ones stranded. It is not MY
way. Those of you who have been groomed for these times must act as lighthouses on the shores
of turmoil. Be firmly entrenched on the firmament of divinity and stand your ground. Let the radius
of your light extend that all who are in need can see your light and take shelter within your
knowledge. Keep the portals of your heart open to all and welcome those who seek you out.
Provide a haven for them that they may see the light of truth and seek from you greater
understanding.
It is you ones who are firm of faith and knowing who shall be the new anchor. Do not
underestimate the service to be rendered. In preparation I suggest that you keep alight the
lanterns and lamps in your inner house; that being your soul, and cause such light to multiply as
the effect of your collaboration with ME. You must burn brilliantly that no fear or doubt may remain
within you. You shall not be in danger even though you may stand amidst the fracas. Think of the
stationed lighthouse. The brighter your light the greater the possibility that those who are lost in
darkness and seeking a way out will be drawn to you if they can but see the offering of your light.
Likewise I expect that you will keep an eye out of those who are bewildered and lead them into
your station.
There are many of you placed strategically who will keep the embers of God alive during these
times ahead. You shall be solid and unshakable for it is MY hand that shall keep you steady.
You will see beyond the horizon of activity and know what the result shall be. The momentum shall
be swift but the outcome certain.
I AM Christ Michael
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Worship and Forward Thinking
CM/Source thru Hazel
# 180 May 14, 2012

This first portion below from Christ Michael, the next portion from the Paradise Father

The concept of worship is affiliated with the religious practice of outwardly honouring God of the
religion. This honour is bestowed by those who gather in a specified place of worship where laud
and adoration is attended unto God through the saying or repeating of prayers, singing of hymns
or other religious music, chanting, and recognition and reminder of HIS word through the reading
of gospels or various other texts.
Worship has become a convention of religion in that specified days are allocated when God is to
be praised and honoured in a community fashion. Worship has come to signify man’s recognition
or identification with a God who is Creator of all things; to whom homage must be addressed for
gifts rendered of varying nature during the mortal existence.
The Father honours HIS children’s right to exercise their free will when they choose to approach
worship in this egregious manner. HE is moved however by the intent and not necessarily the
action. HE recognises that most have been conditioned to see worship through the limited view
that religion offers. It has become an imposed practice which many have adopted as a routine in
their lives. The form of worship may be distinct amongst religions but the intent is predominantly
the same.
I come to provide you with an advanced perspective on worship so that communion with God can
be fruitful whilst maintaining the reverent attitude that attends worship. It is by all means worthy for
believers to congregate and share in communion with the divine. Yet the starting point must
always be recognition that as each present carries the divine essence of God, God is present in
each and in the presence of all when there is such a gathering.
Honour and homage should thus first and foremost be offered to each other from the perspective
that it is the God within you who honours the God within the other. This births the higher vision that
God is almighty within each and each is sovereign through the existence of God individualised
within each member. Praise, honour and adoration should be exchanged amongst members of the
congregation as an act of recognition of God’s presence.
When you come to recognise the God within each then you will appreciate the omnipresence of
God and the Oneness of All. When you worship you will not be worshipping in separation but in
Oneness. You will treat worship as a meaningful communion with the infinite spirit within you as
well as meaningful interchange with the infinite spirit within others.
When you commune through recognition, with the infinite spirit within you, you are recognising self
and self worth and honouring self as God. This form of worship is motivating and fruitful as it
cultivates your thinking which will eventually accept the most incredible thought, that you and God
are one. Why do you seek to praise and honour God in the first place? What are you appreciative
of towards HIM? Are you motivated through love for HIM and desire to know HIM more and be
obedient to HIS will; or are your motivations based on the expectations of others or fear that if you
do not attend worship God will be displeased?
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Dear children, true worship is always a result of personal desire to spend time with the God within
or be in the presence of God. Can you accept that it is a possibility that you are seeking through,
what you term worship, to truly know God; to experience what it feels like to be in HIS presence ,
to taste of the higher energy and joy that HE can bring to your life?
You sing song after song and you become empowered by the energy created through music.
Many experience a high, in particular where worship is of a charismatic nature. This high MY
children is that which you are seeking to experience because through it you feel the ecstasy of
being in God’s presence. It brings radiant joy to your hearts as you feel the higher vibration take
control of you and for many moments everything else is forgotten. Many are brought to tears
through the experience and claim to feel closer to God. God is all love and all ecstasy of the purest
nature. You therefore long through worship to feel God.
Worship need not be the reserve for Sundays or whatever day of the week your religion imposes.
Feeling the presence of God, experiencing the ecstasy of God, and enjoying reverent communion
with God should be a daily practice. It should be a willing part of your life; in fact a priority.
Worship should involve the joining of your mind with the mind of God. Daily communion with God
shall enable you to develop a personal relationship with HIS presence within you and worship will
take on a new meaning as HE begins to minister to you in response to your efforts to know HIM
and be with HIM.
It is through meditation that you can truly engage in meaningful worship. Let your prayer, love,
gratitude and respect be engraved in your heart and this will be your offerings to the Father.
Through the meditation process you will be reminded of who you are and guided to fulfil your
creative potential in the world to manifest HIS presence. HE is the archetype of what you seek to
reflect and you can only truly know Him through silent communion.
As you come to know the Father within you as yourself, you will live in a constant state of worship.
As your consciousness breathes new life of a celestial or cosmic nature your creations in this
world will bear the stamp of all Godly attributes. Worship becomes a way of living for you as you
honour, revere and love expressly every life force in God’s creation as your own.
Your life becomes a living praise through the service you shall render and works you shall do. This
type of worship will bring the greatest level of self realisation and it will create an empowering life
built on divine knowledge. You shall live in the presence of the divine and shall never feel the myth
of separation. You shall be able at will to draw from your infinite resources to create the life worthy
of living. You will dwell in the frenzy of joy and see through the eyes of maturity. You will truly love
your brothers and sisters as yourself and you will be a God in action. Yes MY dear ones, true
worship should bring you to this state of being; not the transient state of feeling love, joy and
empowerment one day of the week and then collapsing into forgetfulness thereafter.
When you ignore the God within you, you ignore yourself. The Father is not in need of blind
adoration. HE knows who HE is. HE wants you to discover who you are and in that discovery will
be a worthy reason to celebrate. It is truly the discovery of God within you that will enable you to
see many of your earthy practices and concepts in a different light.
The purpose of worship is to find and know the Cause and in so doing you will find and know
yourself; for it is then that you shall live a worshipful life where all things and ones in God’s vast
creation will be honoured, praised, revered and adored.
*****************
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Message from the Paradise Father
Thru Hazel
Draw from MY breath that you may be propelled into timelessness to experience the ardour of
infinite joy. In this you shall find ME for you shall enter into the nest where I can attend to thee as a
Father/Mother would to a child. You shall be weaned and protected and come to a deep
awareness of MY love. You will then know my expectations of thee. You will come to know ME as
a loving God who serves HIS children through love and extends HIS all knowledge to them that
they may wish to return to the nesting ground time and time again for nourishment.
I do not require subservience, affected, imposed or unnatural adoration. I do not seek you to love
or revere ME out of duty or fear. I desire you to want to know ME and to experience the fullness of
MY love so that you can come to know that there is no difference between us. MY actions are
exercised through pure love and I wish you to be so motivated. The world does not have to know
your love for ME through loud repetitive words but must bear witness to it through your way of life;
for the greatest praise and honour you can render to ME is to live a Godly life wherein I AM
manifested in all you do.
There are many whose vision is jaundiced and their thinking coloured. They cannot behold reality
but simply follow patterns carved out for them.
The synthesis of all truth lies in the vestibule conspicuous only through inner sight. Each must
choose to see in truth before they find the vestibule.
Solitude is the temperature most fruitful for worship. In your aloneness with me I can reveal myself
and you will hear MY thoughts in heightened ways and come to know the ME within you. I will
foster you from within and build your inner senses through a network of light that at every point will
you be able to receive holy transmission. There will be no need for outer acclamations or praise
for I can and will read that which is in your heart. If you approach me in reverie I will feel and know
the honour and love you project. It is the song in your heart which testifies to your longings that
moves ME within to respond, and not necessarily the words from your lips.
I do not require that you worship ME as if I exist beyond you; but to do so as if I AM a part of you.
Only then will you truly feel MY love and hear MY message to you. The empowerment and comfort
you shall experience through this knowing communion will be sustaining.
I know that your current understanding of worship is inherited and for many it is a practice born out
of expectation and duty. For many, worship placates the soul and allows for recharging in an
environment which presumes Godliness. I am not against community worship; just the manner in
which it is executed. I gently encourage that worship in the setting of a church by whatever name
that church is called be aimed at a sharing of the revelations of the infinite spirit within each and an
honouring of each other as God in manifest. You must come to know and accept that where you
are I AM.
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The Prophesy -Darkness uncovered
From Source thru Hazel
# 181 May 29, 2012

There is a simple truth to those days yet to come when darkness will prevail for a time. That truth
will sound a bell that will end the regime of darkness on the face of your planet. Yes indeed,
darkness is to be vanquished that your lands may become lighter and lighted. Light shall void
darkness, truth shall void the lies and understanding shall void ignorance. It will be a time of great
awakening.
Many will experience the dawn of understanding as the light of awareness emerges. They will
come to see how they allowed darkness to cloud their vision. They will experience a shocking
revelation that outer darkness is incomparable to inner darkness brewed from an ignorant state of
being uninformed; or chosen ignorance. The darkness will thus uncover the light of understanding
within the minds of many. In fact when this occurs a new feeling of freedom will be born. A weight
will be immediately lifted yet not without a sense of remorse for allowing the reign of darkness to
perpetuate for as long as it did. Uncertainty will be replaced by hope.
Many will come to realise that darkness cannot be measured by outer visibility but through an
inner illumination born out of knowing truth. For truth represents the light and a mind in light will
see that which is averse to itself. It will perennially seek truth and thus light in all things. It will be a
time of mighty reflection when light will loom inwardly for revelations will be given in radiance.
Out of this period of darkness illumination will bathe the inner eyes of many and darkness will be
lifted from their consciousness. Many however will wade into deeper waters where their fear will
keep them anchored. These are the ones who will be unable to assimilate the truth as fear blocks
the reality from their consciousness.
When the darkness is uncovered there will sit abundant light. See this imposed period of
darkness as heralding a new era, a new beginning where the dawning light shall be brighter and
clearer than ever before. A new morn will break as the mist of darkness is lifted with permanence.
I AM
YOUR SOURCE
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Time for Collection
Source thru Hazel
# 182 Jun 7, 2012
Video version in several languages:
http://abundanthope.net/pages/Podcasts-Radio-Shows-Video-by-AH/PaPa-Source-Time-forCollection-A-H---VIDEO-in-different-languages.shtml

Creation is MY investment and MY gift to MY children. You are the assets within MY creation.
Your worth is measureless. You were born into wealth wearing the crown jewels I placed upon you
at birth. You then decided to create lives of your own for the sake of experience but always with
the promise that you would return to ME with your wealth intact.
I gave you leave to explore the elements of space and time; not to seek out your fortune but to
simply experience and interact with MY creation. I expected that you would have invested your
assets wisely to enrich your experience and know the WHOLE and ALL of ME, though you
appeared to be separate from ME. Many have forgotten their roots and cannot comprehend ME.
They have forgotten WHO I AM and where I AM. I AM the long forgotten SOURCE for many and
for others I AM a being wholly separate from them; a ruler who sits above in a place called Heaven
waiting to meet out judgment at an appropriate time. The truth being, you were and are never
without ME, in spite of the myriad journeys you have taken.
What many of you do not know is that I take the journey with you for it is impossible for ME to be
without you and for you to be without ME. The difference is that I AM aware whilst many of you are
not. The Creator is always in attendance on creation; forever observing HIS assets as they sojourn
in time and space to see whether they are allowing their experiences to rob them of their birthright
or whether they are using their birthright to maximise the experiences which will in turn yield
returns and enable them to find their way home. I AM constantly nudging you from within that you
may recognise MY presence and in so doing your creative ‘creator’ abilities.
Many have lost memory of their inherent wealth and seek to fill a void with that which is of a
material nature, transient, as its worth is meaningless in the place where they must return to.
Those who have come into remembrance and knowledge of the treasures they bear within
themselves have wisely invested their timeless assets in choices amenable to longevity of spirit.
Their wise investments have earned them ‘spiritual dividends’ stored in their cosmic bank
accounts. For it is that which is stored herewith that will determine their next placement.
For those unable to recall their Source and homeland, I have paid special attention to; mercifully
recognising that they needed and are in need of assistance. I have sought to purchase their
passage home through the ones I have sent time and time again to provide the vehicle for their
return. Yet many have spurned this offer in preference to extending their journey. So I watch as
these ones gamble their assets on unwise investments and forfeit in the process the most valuable
gift bestowed upon their birth; their sovereignty.
There are those who remember who I AM and who know where they have come from yet they
have chosen against ME. They have surrendered their spiritual assets in favour of the material
and worldly ones and seek to create a kingdom for themselves in a material world that has no
reality.
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It is COLLECTION TIME. I have come to reap the returns on MY investment. I come to assess
how my assets have fared and to determine where next they should be invested. Those who have
earned high returns will ascend to places where nature will support the accumulation of greater
spiritual dividends.
Those who earned little during their experience as they bought into false doctrines and precepts
and in so doing surrendered their sovereignty and freedom for imprisoning chains; will be freed by
MY hands and be given another opportunity to regain what they lost in places more supportive to
the pursuit of self awareness.
Those whose spiritual coffers are totally bare due to their malignant choices, preferences and
investments in barren affairs, will struggle to survive as they flounder for the breath of life. Ever
merciful, I offer a lifeline as I extend MY hands offering assistance. I ask them to choose ME as
their new partner that I may inject fresh capital of light into deadened assets. A few have accepted
this offer in wisdom as they know that they are spiritually bankrupt. I will be their Trustee in
Bankruptcy; and so will decide how and from which placement they shall repay their debts and
thus begin to regain the assets they willingly abused and lost.
The rest have rejected MY offer. They have chosen to forfeit further investment in experience and
thus coldly severed themselves from the Source of their lives. They have rejected life. and in so
doing have determined their penalty.
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The Litmus Test and Graduation message from
Source
By Source thru Hazel
# 183 Jun 23, 2012

Behold the litmus test is now complete and the results measured against MY will. The time of
revelation is present and each of ALL in his individuality will know in doubtless form the results.
For those who pass will be offered passage BUT those who fail must repeat or abandon the
course of life.
Rest easy all MY ones who have obliged ME for your ascent is assured.
Live in this moment and savour its joy; take a journey through the inner mind and heart and rest
there for a while. Plough through the unwanted and cast aside that which is fruitless, clear away
the debris and find your rest. Allow the stillness of these moments to usher in light; see it flow in
the mirror of your mind as it settles within you and you become the light. Become the Light. With
certainty this will serve you well on the road ahead as your days become night and night precedes
further night for a short, yet what would seem lengthy period of time.
Be like unto ME, effort to be likened to ME for less than ME does not exist. Peel away the layers of
false perceptions; release it unto the cosmos for un creation and observe yourself being filled with
MY light to replace the antiquity of falsehood. What sits in discomfort within you is false and must
be eliminated to allow for new frequencies to fill your vessel; that streams of elevated awareness
may begin its culture.
Make ME your Home, your resting place; your tabernacle; your playhouse and I shall in turn create
with you an inner dimension from which your outer world can be birthed. It is MY rhythm that you
must match to create as I do and as I would. I speak these words to all who will take the
ascending journey for graduation time is at hand and I AM rendering the speech that will usher you
into the great halls of light.
I have thus far lent you MY eyes for those who wished to see through ME and espouse a higher
vision; I have lent you MY mind for those seeking to draw from its education and be united with
truth; I have given you MY spirit that you may seek in spirit to know and become spirit. All things
have I bestowed upon thee of necessity that you may tend to your soul and seek its survival
beyond the contemporary material octave. I HAVE OBLIGED YOU.
As the handle of the door which separates you from a new world opens I desire you to know that
greater power awaits you which demands a new found sense of responsibility for yourself and the
evolution of planet and people. The old ways cannot and will not sustain; old thinking and beliefs
which fettered progress must be abandoned. New vision must be espoused and that vision must
be founded in HOLINESS. Perfection must ever be the goal and the I AM presence the way.
What has been taken for granted in the past must be brought to the forefront and tended to. Let
not limitations or perceptions of limitation gather in your force field; for they will only sour your
journey and pre-empt greater fulfilment of God potential. Do not think that you know all of ME for
only when you can do what I do then you shall in truth know ME. Let this be your yardstick of
measurement.
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A brilliant era of transformation is now upon you and you the graduates are to be commended for
your resilience and readiness to assume the mantle of greater responsibility for self and planet. I
entrust MYSELF to thee that you may use this Timeless Resource to light your way forward.
Ample instruction will be provided so that when you enter your brand new classroom you will be
equipped to begin your creation. The measure of your handiwork; the source of its conception,
direction, focus and goal will find its foundation and blueprint in a new paradigm- light, love,
balance and perpetuity.
As you ascend, the gap between US will lessen and greater motivation will strike and you will plot
your way ever forwards until the totality of ONENESS becomes your experience.
I congratulate you and commit to ever walk with you on this your onward journey. I AM your goal
and your goal must ever abide in your consciousness lest you forget the purpose of the journey.
I AM your First Source and Centre.
Blessings flow from Paradise; receive and be renewed.
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Excerpt made by Christ. from the Radio Fremantle Interview by Ben on August 9, 2012.
http://abundanthope.net/pages/Podcasts-Radio-Shows-Video-by-AH/Radio-Fremantle-Interview---Hazel-S---August-9.shtml

Clearing & cleansing your inner-self with Hazel.
Link:

http://abundanthope.net/pages/Podcasts-Radio-Shows-Video-by-AH/Clearingcleansing-your-inner-self-with-Hazel-MP3.shtml
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